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am grateful to the editors -for giving me the opportunity to repry to Matthiessen & Martin,s
H;H;"#H?jrt""lltir^j:^2,|asu .e,'i!* ;t"t;;Michaer Hanidav's rntroductionFurctional Grammar (ie8s), rr"e"cero.*r rii. rhe patronising #;tilri::?il"" 

'r::::iff:X,

lTr:l1i:,y?^?,it:::l*lT! !-":rt.contains.so mu,,I,nir*p."r*tations of what r said,1their claim (srr) 'to have shown that au a^tiil;ir.#;,i; .;ff;il:Jfii ril
,H.,J?j*1,^::::tlT:*_{1wed.t9 go,-"r,ir*sJ i;;h.,ia "r* be bome in mind thatmnq tnattough Matthiessen & Martin purport to"be presenti"? u"t" systernic-runctional point of viewvarious issues, what they siy it in certain cases, as we shall see, in conflict with whatliday himself says in /FG.

shall tum straightaway to the substantive issues. raised in my review, discussing them undern headings of rank, theme, subject and grammaticalization.

the early scale-and-category days (cf. Halliday 1961J a distinctive feature of Halliday,s

;:lgililT,::: 5::-t?i.1,-ii"^:T:,"res a'scare;a.*I which imposes signiricantshaints on the kinds of constituent stru'cture analyses urrignJ;'H.,"i:il"?lfftltufli
ff I^f ffi..jT",":, ::",:: 1T_T,:1, 9:il1r nt- g ; J *? 9,n* consti tuency mo der s bying that thev involve respectively 'minim.ar bracketins' *J1;;;ilIT*?.rffi1"ill
[,f.":'? 

rJ:":* 
,i?,1_,:1f,:{l:ll"n, i, 

,il;";;;i" loi,tit.,ent (rc) anarysis,, andMatthiessen & Martin follow this 
^terminology 

in a way #:ii'::Li';J iltfft#|
fl*Ht*f ff ;T':' f,T::;,t"s::l :ii1..1d+ 1o.,,,i,,,*t' can be appried in anyapproach which assisns a hierarchical constituent structure. ytiild;;"f5*ffirfr,il1himself uses it in thii way of his own rank-based "pp;.;;l; his paper ,Types of structure,,henceforth'TS'[1981a:2i),3+1: ttre rcs of some it"^ *" simply the constituents at the
ffi:i":?r",i:::'ilfl***L'i_T:-ry:l*f:, ri,r,"ri'i"riiiu,r,i, convenient terminorogy in anumber of places below.) Lr order for 'IC *"ryriy i. uI'p"opu"ty contrasted Jifi':ili:;onstituent analysis,, therefore, it must be
.a u*,i" r s j ij - ;1 ;, l c ;i il ; J,,f; iTr ilT'f :Hffi :[']iffi :"':::], .Yff Hff ifl
*Tlrj-r:'; ji::*. ^]^u.o;lroo-ri"ra31 ri"s"irti.r *"' t-llioubteary a major innuence ongenerative granunar, it would not be valid to suggest that the;i,"iffii ffiffi:J';J;il:: i;br example, chomskyan grarunar, are arrived t uy rnut}roaorogi"ul pr*"a*"riile urose putforward in the crassi" 

1"o;.nrpmiieiaian p"p* 9n th-e topic, weili pqi. rcurroiJ ,rur""iui.g toany such implication, I will draw the *'tL*t simply in ierms or ,r.r,k grammars, and ,non-rank
grammars'' This brings out the point that Halliday's *t"o.y or constituent structure is distinctfrom others by virtue-of certairispeciJ ieatures involving the concept of rank: the issue iswhether this concept is well-motlvated and helpful . 
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RODNEY HUDDLESTON

2"2 lly1,otactic univariate structures

In my review I questioned Halliday's treaftnent of what he calls hypotactic univariate

structures. My argument, in summary, was as follows:

(1) i Given three elements related hypotactically, the theory makes available three

possible structures: o-FT aa al3 [3, a pa pp.'

ii Ho*ever, while there is a genuine contrast betwem aa aB F and a B 1 (or a Ba
pp), there is no such genuine contrast between c [3cr l3P and a B 1, and we

consequently have no satisfactory, principled basis for deciding which of these

latter two structures to assign in particrrlar instances. The theory is therefore not

restrictive enough, in that it allows for contrasts which don't in fact occur. (In

parataxis, the three comparable structures, 7 Z 3, 77 72.2, 1. 27 22 are needed to

handle three genuinely contrasting structues.)
iii The natural way of remedying this excessive richness is to restrict hypotactic

structures to two elements at any one layer, thus allowing the two layered

structures aa aP tJ, a lh pp, but exduding the linearly recursive structure a 13 T.
iv The resultant structures involve maximal bracketing, whereas for multivariate

structures the theory adopts a minimal bracketing approach, and no ProPer
justification is provided for setting up a distinction between two tfPes of struchrre

along these lines.

An initial point to be made about Matthiessen & Martin's reply on thet e matters is that they

quote (SII.2.S; my observation 'it seerns to me that hypotactic univariate structures do not lend

tiremselves satiifactorily to the minimal bracketing principle' outside the context of this

argument, where its jusiification depends on (1iii). They thus feel able to remark: 'This claim

,""*t rather odd in view of the contrast between an IC analysis of. those two splendid olil

electric trains as contrasted with the analysis of it in terms of hypotactic univariate structure',

namely e^6^1^B^a. 'Rather odd' is an (obvious) understatement: my observation would be

patentiy absurd if there were such a contrast. But argument (1iii) excludes the e"6^f^[3^a

it",rct*e, replacing it with one involving a layering of binary structures identical with the so-

called'IC analysist! lMisrepresentationll (For more specific reasons for rejecting the e^6^t^F^a

analysis of this example, see below.)

Before explicitly addressing my argument (1ii), Matthiessm & Martin implicitly reject it while

commenting on my disctlssion of

(2) I'il tell him you'll be there if you can

which l presented as one where the /FG analysis would be a^13^f. Matthiessen & Martin write:
'it is necessary to stop to correct [my] claim that Halliday's analysis of [(2)] is a p 1; it is not -

it is a l3a l3f3: cf..IFG pp. 200-1. The reason is very simple: the domain of the projection of I'll tell

him is you'll be there il you can and not just you'll be thre; the extent of the domain can be seen

clearly with the paraiactic alternative: I'II tell him "Henry'II be there if he can"' (SII.2.3). To

say that 'the readn is very simple' is to implicate that I have not just made a mistake, but made

a particularly obvious and elementary one. But there is in fact no basis for saying that I have

*ide a misiake at all here: to present my analysis as incorrect relative to IFG is a serious

misrepresentation [Misrepresentation2]. The examples on pp. 200-201 of IFG differ in various

respects from (2), and none is assigned the struchre a" Ba^ Pl3; arguably the one resembling it most

closely is

(3) She took her umbrella in case it rained when she was leauing

(in the interpretation where when she uns leaaing is dependent on fn case it rained, rather than

on she took ier umbrella, i.e. where it gives the time of the potential raining, not of her taking

the umbrella) to which Halliday gives the same analysis as I do to (2), namelya^B^1. The

,jifference between (3) and (2) is that the second clause in (2) is a projection, while that in (3) is
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REPLY TO MATTHIESSEN & MARTIN

orpansion (more specifically, an enhancement) - but there is nothing in IFG to suggest that
requires a difference in structure at primary delicacy: quite the contrary, for expansion and

are treated in parallel fashion at this degree of delicacy. The sort of reasoning
& Martin use for (2) can be adapted to yield the conclusion that <ontrary to

- the analysis of (3) too should be a^l3a^13p, not a^B^1: the reason she took her
was not that it might rain (at some unspecified time), but that it might rain when she

leaving. An IFG example where the second clause is of the projection type appears a few
earlier (p. 196):

(A\John reported that Mary had tolil him that Fred had said the dag would be fine

& Martin's 'very simple' reasoning would clearly lead to an analysis of this as
lr^pa^BBa^ppp - compare lohn reported "Mary told me that Fredhad said the day would be

and Mary told me "Fred said the day would be t'ine." But in fact Halliday himself
nalyses (4) as a^B^1^6.

,Ihere are two condusions to be drawn from Matthiessen & Martin's comments on (2). The first is
ironically, the kind of reasoning they use leads to nested binary structures for hypotaxis,

not linearly recursive ones, so that in fact it lends support to the sort of analyses I am advocating,
Halliday, in (1iii). The second conclusion is that they are clearly applying a different

kind of reasoning from Halliday: hence my warning at the outset that they cannot be accepted
as authoritative spokespersons for the IFG theory and description of English.

To say that there is a very simple reason for selecting an a Ba BB analysis over d, B 1 is to betray
a serious misunderstanding of the issue raised in (lii). The fullest theoretical discussion of
hypotactic univariate structures is in 'TS'. Halliday acknowledges (p. 34) that there is an
'inportant difference' between parataxis and hypotaxis, namely that in parataxis 'all possible
bracketings can occur with a clear distinction in meaning' (cf. the parenthesized sentence at the
ctd of my (1ii) above), whereas this is not so with hypotaxis. Here 'a 

B 1 will contrast clearly
with aa a{3 B ... but there will be no such clear distinction between a B l and a[Ja (\J' . He goes on
b say that 'in a hypotactic structure the final pair of elements may be represented indifferently,
h most cases at least, either as on the same layer (as the lowest element) or as forming a new
inner layer:  aBl is the same as a Ba 1313,a1315as al3la Tf3, and so on. On grounds of
simplicity, since the introduction of a new layer is an additional complexity in the structure, the
single layer representation a B l, a fJ I6, etc. is preferred' (p. 35).

In IFG Halliday draws attention to the distinction between a B 1 and aa. aB B {by reference to
he ambiguity of (3) above), but this time he does not discuss the problem of differentiating
between a p l and a 134 813. I was wrong as Matthiessen & Martin point out, in sayurg that IFG
always uses c B 1 rather than a 13G Bp for the clause complex: I induced on the basis of too few
uamples that he was following the simplicity argument just quoted from 'TS'. But this has no
haring on my argument (as is evident from the fact that it does not appea.r in (1)). The crucial
pint is that there is still no principled basis for choosing between the two strucrures a B l and a
Fa F0 that the theory provides. No clearer demonstration of this can be given than by noting
tlnt the very sarne (unambiguous) example is analysed now in one way, now in the other:

(5) She set to work | | nfbbting firs,t,at one and then at the other | | ana growing sometimes
taller and sometimes shorter, | | until she had. brought herself down to her usual height

This is given the structure a B1 B2 1 on p. 199 , but a Ba1 fJaZ (J(3 on p. 270. But this is not the only
enidence for my claim that the choice betwem a B l and a l3a l3l3 is not made on any principled
basis. Consider also the example on pp. 1.93-4, only the second in the chapter on clause
complexes:

(6) I don't mind l l iT you leaue l las soon as you'ue finished l las tong as you're aack l l
when I need you.
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RODNEY HUDDLESTON

This is given the structure aa aB aT l3a pp. Why is as long as you're back when I need you
bracketed together as a separate constituent, whereas the very similar if you leaae as su)fl as
you'ae finished is not? Halliday mentions that the order of the two topmost blocks could be
reversed to give As long as you're back when I need you, I don't mind if you leave as soon as
you'ae finished. This may be a factor leading him to bracket the fourth and fifth clauses
together (I have not noted any representations of the form B^1^a)3; the second and third clauses
can together move around the first, however, to give If gou leaae as soon as you'ue finished I
don't mind, as long as you're back when I need you, fi we are still left with the question of why
the fourth and fifth are bracketed together while the second and third are not" And note that
sudr reordering is also possible in (3) (in the interpretation focussed on above, i"e" that where the
when-claux, gives the time of the possible raining), giving In case it rained when she was
Ieauing, she took her umbrellc - and yet no nesting is proposed here. One aim of IFG is to
enable readers to apply the theory and description it presents to the analysis of English texts;
but how we are to dtoose between a B l and a l3a BB when doing that remains a mystery.

My argument (1) was first presented in essence in Huddleston (1977); it is reported, but without
substantive discussion, in Butler (1985:35). It is worth noting, therefore, that when Matthiessen
& Martin do come to address (1ii) directly they have to rely on a personal communication from
Halliday: this suggests that (at least as far as Matthiessen & Martin are aware) the issue has
not been considered worth worrying about in the Systemic-Functional literature - and the way
in which they report Halliday's personal communication suggests that they share that view.
They say we need all three of the structures given in (1i) in order to distinguish between the
examples in (7) [their (72)-V4):

(e) r
I

(71 i
ii

iii

infant birth rate T^B^a 
"rate of birth of infants"

record birth rate F^ a$^ qa "birth-rate of record proportions"
still birth rate l3a^Ff3^a 

"rate of still-births"
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No commentary or explication is given beyond what I have cited in (7). There is no discussion of
the classical distinction between a compound noun and a phrasal modifier-head construction (e.g.
glasshouse vs glass house); birth rate would commonly be written as a single orthographic word,
or at least hyphenated, in (ii) and pronounced with the prosody of. glasshouse, not glass house,
but in (iii) it is still birth that is compounded, with potentially the same kind of orthographic
and prosodic marking. What is the Systemic-Functional position on compounds: are they single
units at word rank or do they occupy two elements in stmcture at group rank? A further problem
with (7) is that there is no recognition of the pragmatic oddness of (i): what does infant add to
birth rate on its own? A more natural expression would be int'ant dath rate, but I see no reason to
accept that this (with death rcfe pronounced 'ileath rate, as in Wells 1990, for example) is
distinct in bracketing from record death rate. The kind of gloss Matthiessen & Martin give for
(ii) could apply equally well to either: "death-rate of infants" and "death-rate of record
proportions". Death could be replaced by mortality: int'ant mortality rate andrecord mortality
rate', artd since there is a sense of. mortality which incorporates the meaning "rate" 

, both could
be reduced to two-word structures: infant mortality andrecord mortality. It is true that it would
also be possible (though quite marked) to pronounce or write int'ant death rate with infant and
death grouped together, i.e. as structure (iii). And there would be no effective difference in
meaning. But this is not a reason for giving it a single structure, ̂ f^B^a. We must simply
recognize that in this particular instance there is neutralization of meaning between the
structures 13 

^ al3 ̂  aa and [3a 
^ 

l3l3 
^ a. This is not a theoretical problem because it matches the

semantic neutralization that we also find between ileath-rate of int'ants and rate of infant
deaths. Under my proposal (1iii), whereby hypotactic structures are binary, we have to allow
for a small amount of neutralization of meaning between aa a(3 B and a Ba' PB - neutralization
with an explanatory parallel in multivariate structures involving embedding/rankshift; under
Halliday's position (1i), where both binary and multiple structures are allowed, with or
without layering/nesting, there is - as the quotation from 'TS' makes clear - massive and
systematic neutralization of meaning between the structures a p ^y and a Ba, BB, neutralization
that has no justification or explanation elsewhere. In my view it is quite unsatisfactory to
present (7) as though it could provide motivation for this. One set of three examples, given
without explication, cannot provide a satisfactory basis for a systematic three-way distinction
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hroughout the grammar. Are Matthiessen & Martin maintaining, contrary to ,TS,, that a three-way contrast does aePly throughout? If it applies within t"tre ctause "o1npt"*, what arelllushative examples? lr-ita*tni apply there, wiy should *rat ue so? It is incumbent uponMafitriessen & Martin to address such questions.

A second point Matthiessen & Yartin report from Halliday's personal communication is that theoplstructure'allows us not to have to.irooru between " fir ffuLa aa crf|'B, in such examples as(E) [their (7s)]:

(8) It appeared that,Traag, | | wno owned the most magnificent dachshund, | | which wasLurid Liberace, | 1...

AREPLY TO MATTHIESSEN & MARTIN

(10) i uerg small animals
ii old electric trains

Again there is no further.commentary - and in particular they fail to take up the problemsassociated with Halliday's treatment of non-restrictive relative clauses that i raised in myrevigw (p' 145, n'7)' It has not been properly argued that a non-restrictive relative with anominal Sroup as antecedent has the functibn or mJdirier to the clause containing that nominalgroup' such clauses differ from the dependent clauses in constructions like (A-El); one importantdifference is that there can be more thin one at the same ,depthl, as in

(9) Both Kim, who hadn't.been before, and pat, who had been many times, enjoyed theperformance immensely

I pointed out in my review (p. 151) that the a B 1 structure is interpreted differently for thenominal gouP ft* fo.. tl]e cla1l99 complex. For the latter it contrasts clearly with aa aB B, asillustrated in the ambiguity of (3), whereas there is no contrast with a Bo' f313, as seen in thepossibility of analysing {5) in either way. hr this rFG follows 'TS' except that (as noted above)itdoes not consistentlv follow the 'simpiici{ poll^cy of using a B 1 in preference to a pa BB. Forhe nominal group, however, the structur" u-r"i a B 1 contrait, *iu., is a Ba BB:

Here both relative clauses will - under a systemic-Functional analysis - be dependent on botftKin an! Pat enjoged the performance immensely, but they are not themselves related inparataxis (or in any other way), so that the immJdiate stmJture cannot h o B, with nested B.
F9*9.t9 example cannot be analysed as a realization of u"y or the three structures listed in(1i)' within the'TS'framework it would be a Bi Bii, though there is no mention of this kind ofgtructure in IFG; it seems to me very questionable"whether it is consistent with thedlaracterization that is given of a univariate structure. But in any case tJre highly problematicnafure of the non-restrictive relative constmction makes it trnsafe to base any general conclusionsabout hypotactic clause complex structure on it. And again it is not a valid argument to pleadtut having an 4 B 1 stmcture in addition to aa..a[3a-and*a pa Bp enables one to-avoid having todtoose between the latter fwo in the very special'and uncomrnon case illustrated in (g), when infac admitting this third structure means that one now has to make an unprincipled choicebetween it and a Bd I3B in innumerable common or garden exampres like (21-(3).

t3l3^l3a^a
^)'^B^4

y"P P does not lPPear for tlrg nominal group in rFG, though (as we have seen) Matthiessen &Martin are now offerin g record birth rate ai an instance of thai structure. This raises the questionof why and how old electric trains dif.fers from record birth rate (other than in the matter ofompounding referred to above). The meaning they give for the latter, ,,birth-rate of recordproportions" can be parallelled by that applying to'th"e former, ,,electric trains that are old,,.crucially, (10ii) is nol parallel in interpr"tuiiotr to fst. In (3), according to Halliday,s analysis,
!^.th.',ylt teauing modifies in caseit raineil, ana tnis in'tr:m modifies she took her umbrella.But in (10ii) old' clearly does not modify electric: it is th; flru.t"i.t trains that are old, not theelectricity' This is brought out in Halliday s own explanaiion (.rrG:170J: ,[we start] with themost general tetm, trains' Moving to the lbft, we get:'lwrrictrtrains? -) electric trains; (whichelectric trains? - ) old electric-trains..:.j 

-Yut lt*o pug"r later Halliday says that in ahypotactic univariate structure 'a is modified by p, *r,icriis modified by ^r, ...,, a statement
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RODNEY HUDDLESTON

whictr matches his interpretation of (3), but is sharply at variance with what he has just said
about (10ii). The same objection is made by Hudson, who expresses it in more forthright terms:
'at times total confusion seems to reign ..., because the dependency relation is given a completely
different interpretation when applied to the internal structure of the [nominal grouP]'
(1986:808). In their response, Matthiessen & Martin deny that the two interpretations of the a B
1 stmcture are inconsistent: they are merely DIFFERENT. They say first that the relation of
modification is MARKED differently in different contexts, as illustrated in their Table 7. But
this has nothing whatever to do with the objection I had made, which was concerned with
inconsistency in the meaning ascribed to the a B 1 structure. On this issue of meaning
Matthiessen & Martin merely assert that the difference is a matter of variation from one
grammatical context to another, not of inconsistency" They do not attempt to explain why the
move from a clause complex context to a nominal group context should effect a change in the
interpretation of l from modifier of p to modifier of a + p.

Instead they refer the reader to 'Martin (1988) fwhich] explores these different interpretations
in detail'. However, when one follows up that reference one finds that Martin's treatrnent is
significantly different from that of IFG, from the one which Matthiessm & Martin are seeking
to defend in their paper. For erpansion in the dause complex, for example, he draws a contrast
between just two bracketings, which he shows in tree structure form (Figr.res 17 & 78, p.257):

"":lrj*
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(i) is the structure for Martin's example (29), given here as (1.2i); (ii) is said to represent the
more corrunon pattern and is not illustrated, but presumably (12ii), on the understanding that
because she was tired gives the reason just for Mary's leaving, would be an example:

(12) i John left when Mary let't because theg were tired as often happens
ii lohn left whm Mary left because she was tired as she often is

Representations of (11) in linear form, using the /FG notation, would be aaa^ aal3 ̂  al3 ̂  
13 and

d^{3r:'^ Fpa^fipti respectively, but Martin does not use that form of notation in this 1988 paper;
instead he uses a^13^t^6. But this is used for both: 'No attempt has been [made] in this section to
distinguish between Figure 77 and Figure L8 as far as the a, [3, T,6, e... notation is concemed'. The
interpretation of a B 1 ... representations thus has to be STIPUI--A,TED for particular constructions.
it will be clear that, with respect to the issues involved in the current debate, this is quite
different from IFG - and it seems to me seriously misleading not to acknowledge that this is so.
a 13 t 6 is not used to represent a structure that contrasts with aaa^ defJ^ aP^B and
a^{Ja^ l3l3a^l'Jf3f3, but as a substitute for either of these, a notation which does not show the
bracketing; in representations tlrat do show the bracketing, we have purely binaty structures"
This position is not distinct from my (Liii), and quite at variance with the Hallidayan position
that Matthiessen & Martin claim to justify in (7).

Let us return now to the Matthiessen & Martin paper. They go on to '[emphasize] that whether
we choose to follow Halliday or to follow [my] suggestion to restrict hypotaxis to binary
structures [i.e. to accept (1iii)] is a DESCRIPTIVE decision. It does not affect the theory of
interdependency structure nor the theory of rank.' Again, this is simply asserted: there is no
explanation or justification of what they take to be theory, and what mere description, in the
IFG framework. Is the distinction between univariate and multivariate structures theoretical or
descriptive? Presumably theoretical, for it is crucially linked to the theory of rank - the
requirement of total accourtability applies to the ranks proper, but not to complexes (at least in
general: see below). And presumably the distinction within the univariate category between
parataxis and hypotaxis is also theoretical: if there is a 'theory of interdependency structure',
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AREPLY TO MATTHIESSEN & MARTIN

ilfiffinHfl::lf "y$**::=1,*'^l$l r cannot ts ,* how 36sep1ing tharlr#fl::H1H:'trJ*t'i"ffi ff,ill:#,llJ'ff [$r'tr,mifi ',fi f, ff I[#'ff n;"':j#1*:-"',:.3:.:;!ldil:':TfiTH?il?.TH?,iTn$:fibet*eenunivariate*a-irri"J"l""r"ili.iiJtqJrJ';ff ,fr:l:l
In'TS'Hallidav introduces the distinct,o_1^T follows (p. 31): ,A multivariate structure is oneLrvolving more than one variabte; a univariate struct're is one invorving onry one variable. Theelements of a multivari"t" stn',crlu;;il* different "J"uio each occt'ring once onry; Iet usrePrcs€nt this for the mome't as X'Y'z. nre eteme"rtr "r " irl',il-iate stnrcturJare repetitions ofthe same variabre, *hi+ ,"" .* r*,"*"', provisionagy as X.X.X., fwhen the distinctionhtween p:uataxis ana r,ypota;, i:';;;;: 

',hir.i,l,,j,it"rli 
,"or"r.ntation is repraced byx1'X2'X3 and X.'XB'X1 tori"ti"Jy, -Jdt"" the invariant i is aeteted to yierd the famliarrepresentations l'2'i and a'F'r.) Elaborating " ritiu-r"iur.(p. 33), Haniday goes on:

'Multivariate structures "' are non-recursivs eaclritmcture comprises a specific set 
-or 

variablescadt occurring once. onry. u"l;;;;-r**"r, on *re-o*,er hand, both paratactic andnyPotactic' are rect[sive; as structule; ,tr"y -u indefinitely "*t-ena"utu, although in nrany cases
'stop rures' operate whicrr J iiJrr-t.;. il;ilffi;?:t may occur. ... Thus whire amultivariate structure such as s'P'c is;clgTd', a .rr,i,,r""i"i" s*o*u such as r.2.3 ora.B.1 isopen-ended' imolving the possibility or aaaing nu* J"-"i, ir, ,tu sarne recursive reration.,Limiting nypotaxis in-principle t"utii"id,* ufp"rtiJ-'fiop *rur,) to two eteme.ts crearryrequires theoretical "e"ision of ti'r;ard;ior,'u[t*"*-Ini"Ji"r. and murtivariate srructures.As far as hypotaxis and multiv;;" il;; are Gcncerned, the distinction will now have torely wholly on the much less "r".t-rt airti"ction between layering/nesting and rankshifL

istinction

p within a

ffi if'',,'n:hT:"?T**?ff'*f.l::t;':.y:lp:,d,:datestmch'esconsistingff H*':11il:*::trJil?{,91#*;l:- jii:-.&:ffi #-"il::::ff ffi :T'TFT:il:Htr,*T"ffi:ffi*,*:***,{iit"ile:7*":'ff#Hffi '"HH#f trI,i[1,fi ;ilfu*ffiTlil::y*y-*":lFT".?H;ffi ,?,ilH*mfu HS.?l;#iTffi 31ff ::*:*,:""1t*tir::T'-4:';ffiT#:'ffi ';3#[f,ff ffiHfr LU'*il*i:::;-t'';Lil$'",*tritri j',ff ffi :if fff,:'flffi;ffii?l?,:if:T,T"'::::::.-:;l'"',*,i+d^iliii$l':li:l :iffi:?i:'flffi'jTlil",:'l:ffi ** J lHH*"t" Fj::X" * :ll l l d.":',,i? "illli "?l $il,1lil:S.,flff .*that are labeued, the structur" ".t,rilry-ffi1,:r:';'',i? "l|llli#$ilrq:
#J;ff ;*ff ::r::::::":qf:!:.: *." |;;onship, But i
single layer.ffi ;m:-o er em enrs, we cann o*'".,u iilr"ii; ffiff 

'rfiT'n'f;:-t:1 
l ;1ff ff 3:"" :

Moreover' if hypotactic structures are invariably binary, the analyses assigned will be of themaximal bracketing kind, wher""t i"iiia"y "i"t"riG; the fact *rit rris approach toonstituency involvesrninimal.bracketinl i. contrast to t},"."*imar bracketing of *-"at"a tcanalysis - systemic-Functional crammaineeds to rely ress ontnstituency because more of thedesoiptive work is done by ru".tio*ii"u"iling.-A;ilary-,il**, 
oftrypotaxis wourd hardtybe consistent with this general "ppr*c}r. l__Ia" Ui, friru-_in*_y ,""i"* (p.149),cnntrastinghe multivariate clause constnrcti,on (13) and,h"-il;;; H; comptex (14) :

(13) r
s

' l l

Fin

(14) I'U teII him
aa

tel l  him the truth
Pred Canp Ccrrp

| | gou catted I I if you t*e
A B F

under sudt circumstances
Adjund

IHffiH??,f,Hr-; !Y^r"-t'r;,]^T,n:9 -1" it is simprv an arteract or the moder andwnni y o i ii fu- ;; ir y o u t ik e ; " ;;;:''#;','0ff[*^ij,ffi:ff ffi#;ti1f 'rr,1*
difference were simply an artefact, we should find a svsrriraiirc difference within the clawethat matdres the disiinction in the'"r""r" t pr.* .upiu*n,.J Ly ure different stnrch'es for I,IIktthim vou'It be thre if vou *n ti.u. tzl-"-d*ito^oBTB6; rL ttrntt (aa^aB^B1. That is, weshould be able to find in" t*o "iiurn"til ui".ruuiis;';i.,;;'; rabre 5., tseb tirlir paper forTable 5') That formulation rttJit-pii"J,n", ,"" ;'l;;,.,;'" *.p"r"bre distinction in the
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clause, and Matthiessen & Martin continue: 'as long at t|rq" is no evidence for a SYSTEMATIC

alternation of this kind, the minimal bracketing of the multivariate analysis achieves

precisely what we *-t to say: potmtially different-scopes are not reflected in the structure of

the clause, whereas clause co-ptur"r can mmbine to giloe different bracketings, as shown in

Table 6., But the systematic aliemation that Matthiessen & Martin imply to be-ladcing is in

fact the source of one of the most cgmmon ambiguities in English. I used it in my 19&4 textbook to

illustrate the phenomenon of aonstituent stnrctiue ambiguiry. The example I gale (p' 4 yvls Llz

attactcil the nun with a kny'e, where with a knife carr have as its scope eithe-r attac*ed the

nran (indicating a circumstance of the attack, namely what weapon was used) or lust -man
(oontributing tJtfre defining description of the attackeei: the structures GcrresPond essentially to

it ".rppo "id lo*er left-h;d ones respectively in Uattniessen & Martin's Table 5. An example

closer to those involved in the presenl debate is I'lt tett him he $fat uniler .21t& framstonccs'
With the structure shown in (13j, the Adiunct uniln utut ciranmsincs specifies the conditions

under whictr I'll tell him the effect; in ure structure where uniler such citcumstances is a

rankshifted eualifier oL effect the meaning can be glossed as 'I'll tell him what the effect under

sudr cirormstanaes is". 
'ihe fact that theiotential-stnrctural ambigttity in (13) is pragmatically

resolved in favour of the reading where uniler such circumsttncr has telt him the fnrflr (rather

than iust truth) as scope parallels the fact that in the pragmatically n"qrr"l reading ot' $4J-il

you i*, rras (r'tu iai ni^ gou caileil (rather than lusl (you) calleil) as its sc\cPe. The

altemation is as sysiematic ii the clause case as in the clause complex case. - Thus far from

having crountered iry objection, Matthiessen & Martin have pointed the way to further evidence

in support of it.

A major problem in evaluating the Systemic-Functional distinction between univariate and

multivariate structures arises fr-om the uncertainty conceming the applicability of constitumt

structure to univariate structures. At the outset ('T5':36), Halliday exPress€d_the view 'that

cnnstituent stmcture is not a very adequate way of representing hypotaxis'. ln IFG (201-202) he

contrasts spoken and written languagi in the following terms: 'in spoken language [the dause

complex] represents the dynamiJ potential of the system -the ability to "choreograph' very

io.j -a ir,Li."te patterns of semantic rnolrumer,f while maintaining a continuous flow of

discourse that is coherent without being constructional. This kind of flow is very

uncharacteristic of written language. Since grammatical theory evolved as the t|dy of written

language, it is good at syno;tic--type "productn representations, with constituency as the

orgfui""irrg prinJiple, but tad'at aynamic-tfpe "proiess" representations, which is what are

needed for the interpretation of speech. e 6it-atid<hain picture of this kind [as illustrated in

his Figure 7-7i is a small experiment in choreographic notation - something which

gnfortinately cannot be pursued here.' The idea of a non-crcnstituency analysis is thus not

developed: as far as (the rest o0 IFG is crcncemed, then, the analysis proposed-for univariate

struchrres involves constihrent struchrres just as much as multivariate ones do. The text is quite

explicit on this point. For example, Halliday explains on p. 201 that the notation used for

univariate stmcturls'expresses bo'th constituericy anA dependency-a!the same time', and Figure

2-6 on that page illustrates how the notation can be translated into a labelled constituent

stmcture tree diagram. The branches indicate the constituents and the symbols-- Paratactic 1,

2, etc., hypotactlc a, B, etc. (together with secondary delicacy diacritics) label the struchrral

function of the crcnstiluents. M-atthiessen & Martin, however, aPPear to take a.contrary view'

They contrast .o"rtit t*cy and interdepend*q as different modes of organizadon, associating

*#titr*.y with multivariate stmcture, interdependency with univariate stnrcture -see their

Table 3. They go "" to say (5II.2.1(i)) ttrat 'complexes .ue non-co_nstructional - that is, their

elements ate not t" G ruo, "r parts of t"froles; thi interpretation of dause omplexes is through

interdependenry rather than aonstih.rorcy'.. But- no explanation is given as to what this means'

When is an element in a stnrcture a pari/constituent, and when is it not? Take the univariate

structure (3), for example, where the three elements, c, F, 1 are (realized by) dauses: is it

possible for something io be a clause without being.a constituent? What are the terms in an

interdependency relatitn if they are not constituentsl I would contend that as it stands the idea

is not sufficientfy devetoped or explicit for it to be able to figr.ue in any orherent argument'
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23 Clause complex, sentence and total accountability

A distinctive feature of Halliday's version of rank gr.unmar - in contrast, say, to that
lncorporated (with a different terminology) in tagmemics - is that it is crcnstrained by the
principle of 'total accountability'. This means that 'eadr unit should be fully identifiable in
description', so that 'every item of the text is fully accounted for at all ranks' (1961:253) - a
lcnterc€ will thus be analysable exhaustively into an integral number of dauses, and of groups,
md of words, and of morphemes. This was a controversial feature of the early theory (d.
Matthews 1966) but, strangely, it is not mentioned in IFG - and for this reason Matthiessen &
Martin imply that it is improper for me to devote lengthy discussion to it. Anyone wanting to us€
IFG as a basis for textual analysis, however, needs to know what the ctrrrent position is on this
lsoue, for it places dear limits on the dass of permitted analyses; if Matthiessen & Martin object
b my citing only relatively early works from the systemic literature, they strould show in what
way more recent ones shed light on this issue. They speak of my 'critique of Halliday's alleged
psition on total accrcuntability in the theory' ($I.2), where 'alleged' implicates that they
think I have got it wrong, but they oonspictrously fail to say what they take his orrrent position
m this issue to be.

I noted in my review (pp. 742-143) that complex units (whidr have purely trrivariate stnrchrres)
fall outside the scope of the total accountability requirement, with the unerplained exception of
0re clause crcmplex. Before discussing the substantive issues involved in this exception, I must
draw attention to another gross piece of misrepresentation on Matthiessen & Martin's part.
They quote (SII.2.1(i)) a passage from my review in whidr I in tum quote from IFG: 'Halliday

hen says that a written 's€ntence can be treated as one dause complex, with the 'simple'(one

dause) s€ntence as the limiting cas€'. This implies that a dause complex may consist of a single
dause'. Matthiessen & Martin then rephrase 'can be treated as one clause complex' as 'can be a
dause complex' and on the basis of this substitution go on to say: 'it is hard to know what to
respond to the implication Huddleston finds that a clause ocmplex may be a single dause:
Halliday writes "sentence" and Huddleston reads "clause complex" [Misrepresentation3]. It
should not be necessary to point out that 'a written sentence can be a dause complet' has a quite
different meaning from 'a written sentence can be treated as one dause complex'. The first
involves can in a use implying "some/sometimes" (d. Palmer 1979:153): "some sentences are
dause cnmplexes - but others are not (they are single dauses)'. The second involves something
doser to deontic can: approximately "it is legitimate to treat a written s€ntence - any written
gentence - as a clause complex'. Notice, moreover, that earlier on the same page Halliday
writes'A [grammatical] sentence will be defined, in fact, as a dause complex'.

It may be that I have mistaken Halliday's intentions, but if that is so I believe it is because of
the lack of clarity and explicitness in IFG conceming the concepts of grammatical and written
$ntence and their relation to the dause and dause crcmplex. On p. 25 he accepts the term
's€ntence' as a unit in the grammatical constituent hierardry, noting that this is a different sens€
from that where it is a unit of writing, and that the two senses may not always exactly
oorrespond (though he does not give any examples where they do not). As a grammatical writ,
the sentence belongs to a 'strict hierardry of oonstituents, eadr one being related by ocnstihrency
to the next. A sentence oonsists of dauses, which consist of groups (or phrases), whidr cqrsist of
words, whidr onsist of morphemes.' This of course is very like the original 1961 acrount of rank
- which allows a sentence to onsist of a single dause. He indicates an intention to 'reonsider

the significance of the term "sentenc€" in this hierardry' in Ch. 7. The first (short) section of
Ch. 7 is called '"clause complex" and "sentence"'; it is the sotrrce of the quotation above.
Halliday adopts the position that'the notion of "dause cromplex' enables us to acnq.rnt in full for
the functional organization of the sentence'. The [grammatical] sentence is, as we have seen,
defined as a dause crcmplex, and he goes on: The dause complex will be the only grammatical
urit whidr we shall recognize above the dause. Hence there will be no need to bring in the term
'sentence" as a distinct grammatical category.' Now surely all this would be extremely
misleading if the intention were not to simply make a (principled) drange of terminology from
's€ntence' to 'dause crcmplex', but rather to drange the term and at the same time narrow the
extension of the newly named category so as to exdude from it what in the original terminology
were sentences consisting of just one clause. And recatl that the forward reference to Ch. 7 spoke
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only of reconsidering the TERM 'sentencE', not the conc€Pt or the extension of this grammatical

651g.gory. If ,clause 6mple/ does not cover singleclause sentences, there will be no grammatical

term covering bth single- and multi<lause sentences.

My interpretation is supported by the | | | ttot"tion referred to in my rcview. -Halliday in faq

no*here explicitly sayj what ii means. The book does not contain a table of notational

crcnventions at the Ueginning: instead, they are presented towards the end of Ch. 3 (p. 55) to

acrcompany the first fi*" of systernatic textual analysis. Blt ?1 this stage there. has been no

mention of clause compl*es (or'any o*rer kind of omptex;, and ' I I l' is neither used nor induded

among the symbols "*pt.i""a. tt first appears onp.2!7, but without any explicit indication of

what i-t *pr"r"r,ts. I t;k it to represenf i ctause c6tnplex boundary (and lv{atthiessen & Martin
(SI.1) go .tottg with this intenpretation): if 'l' and 'l l' repr911! bgundaries between

sammatical units, then it is nanual to aisume (in the absence of indications to the contrary)

Itt"t ,l | | ' aous so too. The only altemative is that it might rePresent a written sentence

boundary - but it is used in examples from spoken llng-uage, and in examples that are not

pwrchrated as written sentenc€s (e.g. p. 245). I thus made the point in my review that there are

&amptes where what is enclosed Uet*een these | | | Uouta*ies is a single dause (e.9. pp.229t

Z4S, i4|l, whictr sanctions the inference that a clause complex can ctrnsist of a single clause, and

ttrai the'an4ysis involves total accountability in terms of clause complexes as well as dauses,
groups, ,^no.d, and morphemes. Matthiesren tt Martin's rcsPonse is to say that I am misleadingly

f,"uti"g the notational symbols as part of the theory of grammar - but they give no indication

of whal that means. I in fact treai them as what Matthiessen & Martin say they are, namely
,part of the resources for transcribing text according to the grammatical analysis in a perspictrorrs

n,ay': I take them to indicate whlt analysis Halliday is assigning. Thus in the following

extract from the text analysed on p.229:

(1t I | | 'l,nd a verytnaughty one too,' llvriit a uoicebdrinitnim.lll "I *trAou."l I I

l l l "ptuse get me ort; l l I unn't be ruughty again.'l l t
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the notation indicates that "I saw you'is being analysed as a clause complex, iust like "And a

very ruughty one too," said a wicei&ind him and "Pluse get me out; I won't be naughty again'
- and thJ functional label '1' below it (which is not paired with any '2') supports this

interpretation. Matthiessen & Martin then go on: 'Clearly, if Huddleston or anybody else using

tfre grammar feels that the transcription is easier to read without boundary markers between

the ilauses of a clause complex, they can leave them out'. This completely misses the point: I

was not suggesting that the boundary markers make the transcription diffictrlt to read (on the

contrary, it is essential to indicate what the constituents are to whidr the functional labels are

assignedl - and in any case it wasn't the boundary markers separating the dauses of a dause

oomplex that I was talking about!

To summarize: there is crcmpelling evidence that Halliday allows for a dause complex to consist

of a single clause; my inference ii tfnt this is because he tacitly applies the requirement of total

"""ort ibility to the clause complex; a group compl-e1,. by crcntrast, cannot consist of a single

gro.rp, becadse it is not subject to the total acrountability requirernenu this difference in the

6u"nn*t of the two tyPes of oomplex needs explanation and iustification.

My own view (adapted to the IFG framework) is that it would be better to restrict the dause

complex to constmctions involving at least two dauses (thus making it analogous to the grouP

oomplex;, but to re-institute the [grammatical] sentence as the upper bound of syntax. A sentence

mayhave the form of a clause or of a clause complex - but 'have the form of' does not mean
"consist of" (in Systemic-Functional terms, it is more like "be realized as"). The sentence is thus

not a unit on a scale of rank - in the singte dause case, we do not want a singulary brandt irining
a higher ,Sentenc€' label to a lower 'Clause' label, any more than we want one in the two-dause

c.r"-irit i"g ,Sentence' to 'Clause Complet'. One difference between sentence on the one hand and
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dause crcmplex, group, or group complex on the other is that a s€ntence cannot be
that impressed me most and that I'd I*e to look into/rankshifted: in The point

gi9ftis... the underlined expression is a rankshifted clause complex, not a sentence. (I

not found comparable.examples in IFG, but I would be surprised if Halliday would uT the
edded countutp'".t of 'l I l' for them.) I very much agree with Halliday that it is the clause
provides the best way into the gtammar. The sentence is thert approached derivatively: in
i'mplest cases it is identical with a dause, and in others it consists of a mmbination of
nes,'i.e. is identical with a dause complex. And since there is some indeterminacy as to

two suctessive dauses in a text.ue grammatically united in a larger constmction, there
be some indeterminaqy over the boundaries between one s€nbence and the next.

Prrataxis and rank

problem for the IFG theory of rank canstituency is raised by zuch examples as (16) [= (17)
my review, and (80) in Matthiessen & Martinl:

(16l You un't join a ilebating sociay and not speak

@nnot satisfactorily be regarded as derived by ellipsis from You can't join a debating
and you can't not speak, whose meaning is quite different. What we need for (16) is a

where |oin a debating society is a oonstituent coordinated with not sPeak, but this is not
with a rank analysis. Matthiessen & Martin's respons€ is first to claim it as an
for IFG theory that the problem/diffictrlty arises in that theory, whereas in an

s with VP conjunction - you an't (join a ilebating society anil not sP&) - the issue
and the example becomes no different from the prediction you will Fin a debating

and not speak (where the elided Mood element can be reinstated without a change in
ing similar to the first example: you will pin a debating society and you will not sPeak)'

2.4). But the difference between the two pairs is not lost in the analysis I am advocating:
rer it appears in its proper place, in the semantics of crcordination, where we need to describe
conditions under which subdausal oordination is or is not semantically equivalent to dausal

oocrrdination, as in sudt classic examples as (17) and (18) resPectively:

(17) i Kim anil Pat know Gred<
ii Kim knows Gred< anil Pat knows Gre*

(18) i Kim and Pat are sisters
ii Kim is a sister anil Pat rs a srster

The difference between Matthiessen & Martin's pairs - that the can't pair are non€quivalent
while the will patr are equivalent - is due to the fact that the coordination is within the scope
of a negative in (15), but not in You will join a ildating srciay and not speak. The interaction

htn'een negation and ccordination can be handled elegantly in a grammar where join a ddating
cocietg is a constituent of You un't join a ilebating societg, one whidr can be coordinated with

nrclr other like constituents (VPs) as not spak. A rank-based grammar does not allow this: here
prn enters immediately into crcnstnrction with con'1, not with a ilebating sociay. This ctcwrts as a
cipificant argument in favour of non-rank grarnmars over rank grammars; to suggest instead, as
Matthiessen & Martin do, that it is an argument in favour of rank grammars is to stand the
rtandard tlpe of linguistic argumentation on its head.

Matthiessen & Martin go on to daim that the problem fior IFG that is raised by (15) is not in fact
rrlated to ellipsis: they argue that the allegedly elided Wu an't can be reinstated without loss
of grammaticality, and hence the ellipsis analysis can be accepted aftet dl. The issue, they
say, is'SYSTEMIC, not STRUCTURAL'. This solution, it seems to me, is completely lacking in
aedibility. Matthiessen & Martin themselves observe (SI.3(i)) that '[a] functional grammar is
a 'semantickyn one; the interpretation of the grammar presented in IFG is designed to bring out
the SEMANTIC NATURALNESS of grammar', and indeed a major source of my disagreement with
IIG stems from my belief that it allows the semantics to distort and greatly complicate the
grammar (see 55 below). An analysis of (16) as involving ellipsis implies accePtance of a theory
of the 'autonomy of syntactic structure' (to borrow terminology from the debates within
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generative grammar) which is totally at variance with the spirit of IFG - and likewise with
tlut of the very detailed study of ellipsis presented in the major Systemic-Functional work on
the subject, Halliday & Hasan (7976).

Finally, Matthiessen & Martin contend that (15) is a grammatical metaphor for the conditional
construction If gou join a ilebating society gou cnn't not spak. The same relation between
'metaphorical' and 'congruent' forms is said to appear in sudr pairs as Make another motx and
I'll shoot and If you make another moue I'Il slroot [their (81)-(82)], and the fact that the
metaphorical version here involves no ellipsis is seen as support for the view that the problem
in (15) is not related to ellipsis. Here, however, Matthiessen & Martin underestimate the extent
of the problem illustrated by (15) - compare, for example:

(19) i Wo wmt out anil left the gate opor?
ii No one luil receiued an invitation anil not accepteil it

i i i Fa t people go to bed at nine anil ruil until twelue
iv OnIy one ol thm hsil both sean flre problott anil soluil it

(Example (i) is taken from my review, p. 146, n. 8.) These and innumerable others like them
cannot plausibly be regarded as metaphors for conditionals, but again their meaning is quite
different from that of examples where the alleged ellipsis is filled out: Who went out anil u*o
Ielt the gate open7, No one hail receiwd an invitation and no one lud not accqted if, and so on.
Note, moreover, that even the autonomous syntax approach fails for examples like the last: one
cannot reinstate the allegedly elided subject because of the both: *Only one ol them luil both
seen the problem anil onlg one ol them hail solueil it or *Both only one of them hail sem the
problmr and onlg one of them luil soltxd it. Bothtnd is not used to mark coordination between
dauses (except, irrelevantly to this case, certain kinds of subordinate dause). There is thus both
syntactic and semantic evidence that the qrordination here is not between the immediate
constituents of the s€ntence. Examples like (15) present a major problem for rank theory, and
Matthiessen & Martin's proposed solutions do not work.

2.5 Hypotaxis and rankshift

IFG makes a distinction between two kinds of clause subordination illustrated in, for example,
(20i) vs (ii) (IFG:2a7):

He insisted that thelt hail to unit in line
He resented that they had to wait in line

In (i) the underlined dause functions as B in a hypotactic dause cnmplex: he insistd constitutes
a dause ftrnctioning as a in that complex. In (ii) the wrderlined dause is embedded/rankshifted
to ftrnction as Complement (more precisely - see below - as Head of a nominal goup whidr
functions as Complernent) of the main dause: he insisteil does not mnstitute a dause by iself.
With hypotaxis, the subordinate dause is not part of, not a constituent of the superordinate
dause, whereas with embedding it is. S2.2 of my review questioned the way Halliday erplains
and applies the distinction between two kinds of subordination.

In their nesponse, Matthiessen & Martin again misrepresent what I said. In $I.1 they have me
rejecting the 'differentiation of hypotaxis vs embedding instead of [having] only
"subordination"'. But it is absolutely dear from my discussion tlrat I arn not proposing a single
trndifferentiated relation of subordination: the last paragraph of my 52.2 disctrsses how a
'comparable distinction' can be made in non-rank granrmars - a distinction 'that works mudr
more satisfactorily because it is not based on rank' [Misrepresentation4]. Notice, moreover, that
in my 1984 textbook (which Matthiessen & Martin refer to several times) the introductory
section of the drapter on coordination and subordination (pp. 37&381) explicitly makes the point
that not all dause subordination is a matter of embedding: I distinguish the enrbedding
subordination of (21i) from the non-embedding subordination of (ii):
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Liz prepareil the food that the! had ordereil
Ed lked it, whereas Max thouoht it apoallino

I remarked that of the two, embedded subordination is the more sharply distinct from
coordination, the existence of the non-embedded subordination reflectlng 'the familiar
phenomenon whereby the distinction [in this case, between coordination and subordination] is
putially gradient rather than sharply polarised'. ln my review, the distinction is illustrated
by

Wl i She has gone home arly because she had an appointment with her solicitor
ii She lus gone home urlg because her light is ofl

I zuggested that in (i) the underlined clause enters into Gcnstruction with gone home urly (i.e. is
ernbedded), whereas in (ii) it enters into crcnstmction with she has gone iome arty (i.e. it is an
IC of the whole s€ntence, thus not embedded). It is therefore quite wrong for Matthiessen &
Martin !os"y that I 'seem to espouse' the position that 'all of Halliday's hypotactic claus€s' are
ernbedded (SII.2.2) [Misrepresentarion5].

I also relect Matthiessen & Martin's daim at the beginning of SII.2.2: 'This topic is very
important but the issues Huddleston brings up under this heading are DESCRIPTIvE ones and
have nothing to do with Halliday's THEoRY of rank: Huddleston's preferred analysis is a
descriptive analysis and could be accommodated within Halliday'i theory without any
problems. It is thus a source of confusion to indude the discussion as part of the general disctrssion
of the theory of rank'. (Note, in passing, the derogatory implicature, triggered by the initial'very important but', that I have missed the main issues.) Contrary to what Matthiessen &
Martin daim, rank THEoRY is crucially involved because, atthough it allows 'downward
rankshift', it does not allow 'upward rankshift' (which is inconsistent with the total
acf,ountability requirement). The possibility of downward rankshift enables us to have the
lecausedause in (22) occtrrring at different places in the rank-based constituent hierarchy: in
(ii)there is no rankshift and hence the subordinate clause is an IC of the whole sentence (whictr
here has the form of a dause complex), but in (i) it is rankshifted and hence appears lower in the
oonstituent structure. But the ban on upward rankshift means that we cannot tnnate (23) in the
same way:

(23) i Theg had alrudy reail the report verg carelult!
ii They hail alreaily reail the report, rather surprisingllr

Rank theory does not allow us to assign to (23ii) a bracketing like that of (22ii), i.e. one where
the ICs are they had already read the rqort (a clause) and rather surprisingly (a group): it
woyl{ violate the principles of the theory for a sentence to consist immediately of a (non-
embedded) dause and a group. Rank theory requires that both s€ntences in (23) have the form of
a dause and tlrat the underlined groups be ICs of the clause, i.e. be at the same place in the
constituent hierardry. This point is made on pp. 147-148 of my review. ln response, Matthiessen
& Martin say (patronisingly): This daim is presumably an oversight on Huddleston's part; the
two dearly do not aPPear at the same place in the constituent stnrcture: very carefully is a
circumstance of Manner in the experiential onstituency stmcture of the clause (and oonxquently
a circrrmstantid Adjunct), whereas nther surprisingly is a C-omment Adiunct in the interpersonal
crnstituenqy stmcture of the dause'. There was no oversight on my part. I was not suggesting
that Halliday does not differentiate at all between (23i) and (ii): my @ncern was with tfre ta"f
onstituent stnrcture (bracketing), not the assignment of ftrnctions (labelling) - and what I said
was quite correct [Misrepresartatior6].

Thus when Matthiessen & Martin say 'the issue is not whether there are dependent clauses
hypotaaically related to dominant ones in dause oomplexes (contrasting with rankshifted ones)
but where to draw the boundary between dependent dauses and rankshifted ones', they are
begging the question. A less tendentious way of putting it would be to say 'the issue is not
whether there are two kinds of subordination, but where to draw the boundary between them,.
In Systemic-Functional theory a mairr factor in determining where to draw the botrndary is rank.

(21) i
ii
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The fact that downward rankshift is allowed means that rank is not THE determining factor -
but it is nevertheless a very important one. This is especially so in Halliday's grammar of
English - mgre, for example, than in that of Hudson t96{i inasmuch as Hallidai makes less use
of rankshift.S Since the rank of an item is very much a matter of its intemal structure, it is
strange, as I remarked on p. 145 of the review, that a theory emphasizing its functional
orientation should give so mudr weight to rank in drawing ttre boundary bet*'dn the two kinds
of subordination. A good deal of my discussion of tn6 rrypotaxis-rankshift distinction was
therefore devoted to showing functional similarities betwe6n groups and some of Halliday,s
hlpotactic dauses.

Th.ere is not sPace to. take up all these similarities in detail again. I will instead focrrs
primarily on coordination, as illustrated in

(24) i He left before the ilebate
ii He left before the wte was t*en

iii He left before the il&ate or (at teast) before the wte was taken

The coordination in (iii) is indicative of a functional similarity between before the ilebate n (i)
and before the wte uns takm in (ii), but IFG misses this by treating the former as an Adjunct in
dause structure, the latter as a B element rl clagse compiex structure. Even if we could accept
Matthiessen & Martin's daim to be able to handle (iii) in a way which does not necessitate any
amendment to Halliday's analysis of (i) and (ii), it would stili ount against that analysis thit
it fails to bring out this functional similarity.

Let us now examine how Matthiessen & Martin propose to handle (iii). They in fact have no
firm position and make no reference to any Systemic-Functional literature, ro Urat one wonders
whether the problem has been "Te_futty worked on by systemic grammarians - certainly the
two proposals they do put forward do not appear to have Ueen ttrougtrt through very thoroughly.
They are presented in a single sentence: 'rither we can treat the cl-ause befoTe the wte uns taken
as rankshifted in this. environment, serving al the extending element in a group/phrase complex
91 19 can analyze the example as an elliptical clause complex: ne q{teyo?e ih, drbot, o, p,
l4tl {!l least) before the uote was taken' . Although both analyses are said 

-to 
be ,theoreticaily

possible', they both in fact raise important theoretical problems. The first is incrcnsistent with
the theoretical explanation of the distinction between multivariate and univariate structures
given in 'TS' (39-40): '"Rankshift" is the device by which multivariate stnrctules, which are not
themselves recursive, are enabled to operate recursively. ... Rankshift ... is ... a properry of
ceftain constituents entering into certain structures that are themselves of the muliivariate
TP9'.. This explicitly excludes the rankshifting of a crrnstituent into a univariate structure,
which is what Matthiessen & Martin are proposing. To abandon that constraint would
undermine the theoretical distinction between ranlishift and layering/nesting: rankshift
applies in multivariate stmctures, layering/nesting in univariate ones. -or,trary'io what they
say, therefore, Matthiessen & Martin's first proposal is not 'theoreticauy possibie,: it requires
a relaxation of constraints that Halliday has built into the theory. There are also descriptive
issues related to it that Matthiessen & Martin would need to address before claiming to harre
solved the problem raised by (2aiii). One qcncems the mnstraiirts on possible cnordination.
Given that, for IFG, before the ilebate in (i) and before the wte uns takm in (ii) have different
!1ctions, why is it that they can be coordinated? 'ihe 

ac@unt will need to difierentiate between
(24) and, say, (25):
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They were vinilictiae, in her opinion
Thq were ainilictiae, I thit*
*They were aind,ictitx, in hq opinion anil I thit*

Under what conditions can crcnstituents of unlike function be crcordinated? The secrcnd descriptive
issue ocncems the alleged arguments for saying that belore the wte was takm is hypotactic, not
rankshifted, in (24ii): it would need to be shown that tire arguments against treaiing before the
wte uns taken as rankshifted in (ii) do not apply in (iii). We shall see-below that this cannot
be done.

(2

(3

In (2
(bef<



Consider then Matthiessen & Martin's alternative proposal, ellipsis. This too cannot be
8ustained' We have 

-dt*9l seen the problems thit arise when non-elliptical subclausal
oordination is treated as elliptical clausal coordination, and they apply ;usi as much in the
Pt€sent crcntext as in that in whidr they were introduced in S2.4 above:

(26) i No-on e left belore the debate
ii Noqne left before the wte uns takefl

iii Noone left before the irehste or before the wte,ns tnken
(27) i One member uns making jokrs during the ilebate

ii One menrber uns nukiig j*a ukiti the wte was taken
iii One member uns nu*ing j*a Aotn during the d&ate anit uihile the vote uns

taken

Notne left before the ilebate or non)ne left before the wte was taken doesn,t have the same
meaning as (26iii), and'One membenni maiing jokes both ituring the meeting and one member
uns making iokes while the wte was takm not-;ly differs in meaning ft-om (2ziii) but is
syntactically ill-formed. Notice, moreover, that such coordination is not restricted to what
Matthiessen & Martin call 'reified process€s like debate'. The same problems arise in No-one
yw hn belore nine or alter she went off on her bicycle, where their metaphor analysii would be
inapplicable. Contrary to what Matthiessen 

-a 
ttaartin allege, therlfore, the'phenomenon

illustrated in (24iii) does provide 'damaging' crcunter-evidenie to the rrG analy'sis of (i) and( i i ) .

Ict us tum now to the argument Matthiessen & Martin advance for treating before the wte uns
toln.in.(24ii) as hlpotactic rather than rankshifted. This analysis is said to bring out the
relation between (24ii) and the paratactic

(28) He left and then the aote was taken

More.specifically, it 'allow.s us to explain why before the vote was taken is immediately
accesible to argumentation in dirourse just as a paratactically related clause would be,. Thus if
speaker A said (24ii) or (28), B could in either case respond with was it? (see Matthiessen &Martin's examples (43)-(44)). Rankshifted clauses, by contrast, 'are not discourse accessible in
this way'. Again the disctrssion is far too brief to count as a serious argument. what is the'explanation' that the.hypotactic analysis enables us to give? The"implication is thathypotactic clauses are 'discourse accessible' just "r p*"tu.tlrlly related oi-ru, "r", whereas
rankshifted ones are not. But Matthiessen & ii,tartin must know tirat this generalisation is not
even approximately true.

Even-with these partictrlar sentences, (24ii) and (28), was it? is a much more natural response to(28) than to (24ii), contrary to what Matthiessen & Martin claim by sayrng ,just as rn,. Before is
ormmonly induded 

T9"g the set of presupposition triggers f6" Engiisrr (cf. Keenan 1971,
l.evinson 1983, etc'): it is not necessary to go into the iszue of what"pred;elf ;; meant by
PrtsuPPosition to see tlat the crcmmunicative status of. the wte uns totcn is different in the two
oramples. In a natural utterance of (28) the speaker asserts that the vote was taken, but this is
not so with (24ii) - hence-the possibility of thb qpeaker adding t;r,s it? as a tag in (2s) but not in(24ii)' one factor involved in presuppositiolig irecisely ttrat"a presupposedlroposition is less
accessible-to drallenge than an asserted one. 

.we need make only a s"t"u "rt""!" to *re examples
for the difference to emerge quite dramatically:

AREPLYTO MATTHIESSEN & MARTIN

(2e)

(30)

The bell uns rung before the wte uns takan
Was it?
The bell uns rung anil then the wte uns taken
Was it?

i A
i i B
i A
i i B

In (29) uns it? can only question the superordinate clause it asks whether the bell was rung
fbefore the vote); to question the mntent of the subordinate clause is quite marked and hence
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would require a much more explicit form, suclr as was the wte in lact taka* In (30), by contrast,

ff"ffiry"' 
interpretation of fuas it? is that it questions the second clause: 

' "wai the vote

let us drange the exampres a littre further, moving into the future time sphere:
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(31)

(321 i
ii

I

u
I'lI ring the bell before the wte is taken
I'll ring the bell and then the wte will be taken

I. t!"!!. stay i.n tle citg ukm I retire frtis yenr
I slull stag in the city, ann though I retire this yenr

In (ii) urfll it? questions-the secrcnd clause, but in [i) rs fi? is not an acceptable responsq there is avery shaqp ontrast in disourse lceptabi.rity ryti,;*. q"*-tio* o"il*ging the seond clause inthese two examDles' 
]Jre f|ct that in (i) we have isi"iitr tiif wilt ishighty relevant to thisdifference, but I will a"fo O""Joprneoiof that point until g5.3, when we come to look at therelation between tense and modali'ty.

(31i) is indeed very similar to one used in-Hatliday & Hasan {1926:l9il)to illustrate the LACK ofdiscourse accessibility in rankshifted clauses. 
'd;;;;; 

expressed it not as ,discourse
accessibility', but as the ability to s€rve 'as the t rg"t oipiolpposition from another sentencr,(in a diffelent sense of 'presupposition' from that in whictr r usia it above): they presented it, asMatthiessen a vartin.apryg.tb * doing now, as'the basis of the distincdon b"d; hlpotaxisand rankshift', with the following as iliustrative examples:

Do you? (= "Do you 
-retire this year?") ir 

T ?g":pFbre response to [ii) but not to (i), whictr istherefore in the 1976 work treated as rankshifted. The iisctrssion of the contrast betweenhypotaxis and rankshift in rFG does not give this as the basis, and there is no reason to thinkthat rFG would treat [32i) as rankshift - ii does not fall into any of the tlpes of rankshift grenin Table 7(8) (p' 220), which is said to be exhaustive. And certainly the long list of hlpotacticexamples on p' 215, for example, contains several *rat ao not pass the test of discourseaccessibility.

Note, moreover, that -contrary to what Matthiessen & Martin assert so uncompromisingly, it ispossible to drallenge the conient of clauses that rFG treats as ,*r"rrirt"a,

le ryuc\ regrets that he olfended gour
But he didn't: she wasn't put out it all
lrey are going to cturge eaeryone who
But no one doa

(33) A
B

(34) A
B

mother

uses the photocopier for priaate putposes

It would be irrelevant to point out that B's response here is of a slightly different form from thatin the examples we have been cnnsidering: it'has a.broaary ri-il"t effect of challenging what Ahas said' Matthiessen & Martin are clairiingpgner anJtp-r"""tion, not a mere classification.(And in any cas€, But diilhe? canhardly be ex?uded "r;r;;;; in (33).) As things srand, rheyhave provided neither a criterion for distingursruls _trnotair ao* i-rrr,fft, "or? argr,,nentfor treating (24ii) as hypotaxis rather na" ra"fsrtiri. Noti.., moreover, that there is nodifference in discourse aaessibility between (24ii) and (iii) _so ii tfrere *;;;g.r-ent hereagainst rankshift in the former it should also.cn-unt "gJntt it in *re htter, contrary to one oftheir proposals for handling this coordination (see aboie).

2.6 Open interrogatives and hypotaxis

I pointed out in my review that Halliday does not mention the mnstnrction illustrated in
(35) What does she think he useil?

Ther
meta
this I
obse
cong
cong
thi'/f(
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lhis is an oPen interrogative ('wh' or content interrogative in IFG terminology) where thelnterrogative element has a function withjn a trypoti'ctic clause. I mentionei ttris in mylnhoduction, in the context of pointing out the 'm"ssiue difference in the aspects of English that
lt$olHal-liday *d l"T thit occtrpy those working within, sy, a Chomskyan framework,.
0 should add - since Matthiessen & laartin fail to do i - *rai my disctrssion of this differencenoted equally that Hatliday coyqs topics that are unjustifiably neglected in the Chomskyan
literature.) Matthiessen -f_ Martin b"gfi trt"-" respons€ iSil.rl ['; sayirg, ,it is important to notewhat lies behind the- difference [si. in the atiention-gi.,*'to ihe-permittei roles of thelnterrogative element by Halliday ind chomskyl (Huddl&ton d@sn't, except to ,,rgg"rt that itls a matter of personal.interel).'-Jhe parenthesij is not tme: I mention the very same point ashey.do, namely that it is related to Halliday's focrrs on textual analysis - ,Admittedly the
9rcb19 of-preventing the generation of deviant strings does not arise when the attention is ontextual analysis' (this actually occrrs in the passage tliey quote!) [MisrepresentationT].

Matthiessen & Martin question whether the omission is significant - ,examples suctr as I(35)lare actually not very conunon in natural text (such as th-e London-Luna c6rpug;. Does thereference to the London-Lund corpus m""tr ih"t they have examined it to ascertain thefrequency? If not, it is misleading to mention it; if so, t^rny ao they not give us the statisticalinformation? The count should of course not be restricted io op"n interrogatives: exactly the$me issues arise with exclamatives, relatives and the marked theme corrrlt ,,r.tior, (The othasehe thit*s we can forget about).

Jhul**n I suggested i! was a significant omission is that the constnrction ,present[s] problems
for the hypotaxis analysis' (P. 139), the issue we have been disctrssing in the last section. If (35)
is a hypotactic dause complex, then what is the domain of the system Halliday calls ,mood, _
the system contrasting declarative, interrogative and so onl rrc, fite earlier *6rr., pr"rorts thisas a system of the clause, but in (35) it would seem to be the whole clause ocmplex that isinterrogative. In paratactic complexes, by contrast, it is the individual clauses that select formood, as is evident from examples like:

t35) I'd l*'e to bug them a pr6ent, but u*at un I bug that they haven,t got alreaity?

Here the clause at 1 is declarative, while that at 2 is an open interrogative, and no mood can beassigned to the complex as a whole. (we have here r,rrttret evidirce against Matthiessen &Martin's daim that similarity to parataxis supports the analysis of exlmples lite (24ii) asinvolving hypotaxis rather than ranksNft.)

Matthiessen & Martin do not address this issue, and though they devote several pages to thedisctrssion of (35), thel cglspicttously fail to provide a (coigruent) analysis of it. instead theyapproach it via Halliday's idea of a metaphoi of modality: Ihey ,e*ord it as (32) [their (27)]:

(37) Wat in her view ilid he use?

and then declare that here the wh'element is 'one or another of the three functions Subject,
complement or Adiunct'. I had quoted 

{: 
pB* gl rrc (p_.as), observing that alr Hailiday

ha{to Ty.ol the question of the possible role of the wh-elenrent *ras th"at it was alwaysqrnflated with one of these three elements. In repeating the quotation in the present crcntext
hey imply that Halliday's actount can stand: that conL"ry to what r had suilot"a it ao",over (35) and the like.

There are two flaws in this argument. Thg.first is that the applicability of Halliday's idea of a
T:qqho-t or modality to examples tike (35) is somewhat zui'iect. Hatuaay rrims6rr writes ofthis kind of metaphor (rFG:332-333): 'the speaker's opinion rigarding gre ftouaUitity ttrat rrisobservation is valid is coded not :ls a modal elenrent within 

-the 
cliuse, ",r,i*, would be itscongruent realization, !"l"t a seParate proje$ing clause in a hypotactic clause complex. To thecongruent form il probably is so c\oresponds the metaphoriial variant I thirlk it rs so, with rthi* as the primary or "alpha" claus€.' He goes on to diitinguish between zuu;ecti"e modalitv
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(e.g.I rhink) and objective modaliry (e.g. fr is l*ely) - but the latter does not crrver she thir*s'

tndeed Halliday explicitly crontrasts

(38) i I think it's going to rain
ii J&n thitrk it's going to rain

suclr that (i) is a 'metaphorical variant' of lt's probably going to rain and 'not a first perso_n

equivalent of Jahn thirni it's going to rzir, which does present the pro_positio:r "John thinks"'.
The distinction is reflectea iritfrJtags - isr't it? tor (i) and dmn't he? Iot (ii). Matthiessen &

Martin's analysis ignores this distinction - though it is significant that when they do offer a

metaphorical'analfsis they change the example bom (35) to This I fr.ink Oscar leels also (*e

their Figure 2), which does fii in with Aalliday's concePt of modal metaphor. The

applicability of this kind of analysis is even more questionable with examples like

(39) What itiit *e allege that I hail tiet to pasuile gou ue shoulil ilo?

Matthiessen & Martin have clearly not addressed the question of whether the solution they

propose is sufficimtly general to trandle the phenomenon at issue.

The second flaw is that Halliday makes it quite clear that he does not regard ttre metaphorical

analysis as sufficient by itself. [n the section entitled 'the representation of metaphorical forms'
(IFG:324-325) he argUes that neither the face-value analysis nor the metaphorical analysis is
;satisfactory by itsefi'. The former is unsatisfactory because_it does not properly bring out the

meaning, the latter because it ignores the fact that the reworded version is not what the speaker

actuailfsaid. To analyse (35) by means of a labelled box diagram of (37) ignores the fact that

Ure splaler did not iay (37) but (35). Halliday's metaphorical analyses are intended to

r.tppt"tn*t the face.value ones, not to supplant them. MatthiP* & Martin's disctrssion of t35)
ritirify avoids this issue. Even if the above doubts concerning the applicability of the modal

n1ut"pfror analysis of (35), (39) and the like can be resolved, we still need a face'value analysis
- "ia for thii purpose the statement that the wh-element is always conflated with Subject,

Complement or Adjunct is not adequate. And of course structural rePres€ntations of individual

examples presuppose a systen network that will generate them. Hence my question mncerning

the domain of the mood system'

2.7 Nominalization

The IFG analysis of

V'0\ lNhy she ilid it remains a mystery

has ahy she itiit it functioning as Head of a nominal gloup whidr in turn ftrnctions as Subject of

the main clause. I questioned this analysis in my review (p. 143), suggesting that it would be

better to treat it (immediately) as Subiect in clause structure. This IS a purely descriptive

matter, and I relegated it to i footnote. Matthiessen & Martin take it up and accllse me of

misrepresenting Halliday (end of SII.2.2J - because I do not mmtion that Halliday says (in a

fooUr|tet) ,Whire [as in'(a0)] the embedded element functions as Head, we may leave out the

intermediate (nominal group) step in the analysis and represent the ernbedded dause or phrase

as functioning directly in the structure of the outer dause, as Subject or whatever; it does not

affect the sta-tus of the embedded element as as nominalization.' There is not the slightest

misrepresentation of Halliday in what I said. The second sentence of the quotation makes dear

that his proposal is purely a matter of notational simplification, with no bearing on the

analysis. 
-nul 

it *"s tire analysis I was arguing about, not the notational representation: why

*roUa I bring in a point about notation when Halliday himself says it doesn't affect the

analysis? For Matthiessen & Martin to say that I am here misrepresenting Halliday is, rather,

to misrepresent me [MisrepresentationS].
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Matthiessen & Martin then go on to defend Halliday's analysis. And as so often they express
themselves in sudr a way as to implicate a failure on my part to see the obvious: ,The
lustification Huddleston annnd see is, of course, the agnation between t(40)] and [(41)],:

{a\ The raason u*g she itiil it remains a mgstery

This is not a valid resPonse to my argument that the embedded clause in (40) ,cannot enter into
gtnstmction with any of the Pre- or-Postrnodifiers that are found in genuine nominal groups,.
There are two reasons why this is so. The first is that we are not d"rli"g with the 5:rme-uhg'she
dU it n the two examples: in (40) it is an open interrogative clause, Uit in (41) it is a relative
danse. The second r3son is that utry sIrc drd rl does ttol h"rr" the same funciion in (41) as it is
alfeged to have in (40),1an1ety Head: the rcafin ulry she did it b not a genuine erpansion of
ulry she drd it. This is why the distribution of the orpressions is so differJrt, as is evident from
the contrast between -countless pairs suctr as The iason why she iliil it zwsn't what she siit it
u'os vs *Whg she ilid it twsn't uhat she siit it was. One sich difference mentioned in my
rcview but not taken up by Matthiessen & Martin conc\srns extraposition and intenogative
formation:

Wy she .lid it is now known
"Is ulry she ilid it now knoum?
Is it known uhg she iliil it?
The rason uhg she ilid it is now known
Is the reason why she diil it now known?
*Is it now known the reason uhy she did it?

(The asterisk in (43iii) applies to the extraposition reading, not the one involving what
Halliday (1981b:2$24) calls the substitute tlieme constmcti6n.) If the reason uhy sie il,id it
were^simply an expansiol of uhg she did it we would have no erplanation as to why the
substitution of the former for the latter should have these effects on th-e distribution; under my
analysis they are attributable to the distinction between a subject realized by a clause and one
realized by a nominal group (for a more detailed disctrssion, "ir"*i"g'genrndive' Gcnstructions
too, see Huddleston 7984:372-377). For their argumert to carry weight, i.ror*rre., Matthiessen &
Martin would need to demonstrate that more significance at["cf,* to the relation between (40)
and (41) than to that between (i) and (ii) in

(U) i I don't know u*ry she ilid it
ii I don't know the ruson why she diil it

where whg she did if is not rankshifted at all in (i).

L8 Adverbial and adjectival gloups

IFG has three dasses of the unit group: nominal, verbal and adverbial. Nominat and verbal
FroyPl have both experiential and logical struclures, whereas the adverbial group has only a
logical stnrclure. Logical stmctures are represented as a B 1, etc., as in the clause complexes
disanssed above, and indeed the logical qcmponent is said to define oomplex *rits (p. 159). The
question then arises as to when something with the stnrcture a F (r ...iis a *.pi.gx unit, and
when it is a ranking unit. A sufficient condition for it to 

'be' 
a ranking ,.n it is that it

simultaneously have a multivariate structure, as with nominal those tuto sfimdid olil electric
trains ot verbal ll4,s bean ating. The discussion of s€ntencr and clause complex that we have
already examined (S2.3) says that there is no multivariate structure above the clause and so ,the
notion of "dause complex" enables us to acqcunt in full for the functional organization of
sentences'(p. 193): this suggests that the crcndition that there be simultaneousty imultivariate
structue might be a necessary as well as sufficient condition for us to recognize aranking unit. It
is not treated as a necessary crrndition, however, for this woutd mean that there would be no
adverbial grouP. I suggested in my review that the recognition of the adverbial group was
motivated solely by the total accountability requirement, and that there might therefore be

i
ii

i i i
i
ii

i i i

(42)

(43)
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something to be said for relaxing total accountability in guch a way that it didn't apply in

places where there was no multivariate construction' This would in effect be making the

requirement of a simultaneous multivariate structure into a nec€ssary as well as sufficient

crcndition for assigning an a B construction to a ranking unit' Matthiessen & Martin reject this

zuggestion, but th-ey dI not "ddror the question of providing some principled basis for deciding

when an a p structure should be assigned to a ranking unit and when to a complex unit' Why, to

take the example from my review (p. 1a3) isuery-S^tty merely a 1o1d complex rnthe very

gently simmeriig stew buti grouP nThe star uns sinmning wry gntlg?

One of the reasons they give for tr,eating wry ga:/rtg as a grouP in the second example' where it

is f..gr6oni"g as adi;& it "t"*" Stricturi,-is ttrat in Eris position there is grcater scope for

ergansiott in"Adiunci position dran in thevry 94tly- simmering constnrctign: for ocample' one

can have The steut uni simmering more gmtt1 tlun trte 511up ($ll.Z.t (ii))' This, however' raises

the question of why more gefily than the *ri ir a purely trnivariate constnrction' And indeed

Matthiessen & Martin's *5raitig of their point is iugguttit'e here' They say tlJ?t the adverbial

goup ,62n have a rankshiftea "{ulifier" 
iust like the nominal group', b-ut'qualifie/. is the name

of an element in the expetientii, multiv;riate stnrcture of the nominal group:- if the adverbial

'.oup can contain " q,.riifio, why doesn't it too have a multivariate stnrcture? Matthiessen &

ilt"rtin might ,"y th"t it was i minor terminological slip, and that they. really melnt
,postsnodifier,. That would not have any bearing on the important question of how we in fact

distinguish between multivariate and univariate structures. Let us take a somewhat simpler

example with just two elements of structure, such as sooner than ute apected, as in It finished

s(nner than we expecteil. What grounds are there for saying that this is a purely univariate

structure? In disctrssing the issue of how to handle structur€ above the dause, Halliday @ntra:ts

it with what we fina titfre nominal group (IFG:192): 'there is [in the sentence] not]ring like the

stnrcture of the nominal goup ..., *f,*.'thi elements are (i) distinct in function, (ii) realized by

distinct classes, and (iii) ,io.ubt less fixed in sequmce. A configuration of su$-a kind HAS to be

represented as a multivariate structure.' Doei not sooner th.an we expected have all three of

tr.,lr" prop"rties? As for (i), sooner is Head and tlran we expected is Modifier; as for (ii), sooner

is an adverb, thin *" "*p*t"d a (rankshifted) clause; as for (iii), the sequence is absolutely

fixed. Why then is it not a multivariate construction? Again, it seems to me that the distinction

between multivariate and univariate constmctions, which is of great significance to the theory

of rank, is in need of mudr more rigorous explication'

I suggested in my review (p. 144) that it was pt zzlinq q"t Halliday recognizes an adverbial

F:oup, but not an adjectivii gto.rp, given thai'adjective-headed expressions display a richer

struchrre than adverb-headed ones;. Matthiessen & Martin's response to this is short and merits

tuotation: 
'The simple answer is th-1 of course there is an adjectival glguP;..it,is a kind of

nominal group, pst is a "substantival" group tl l s"d of nominal grcuP, with a-substantive" as

Head: Huddleston's puzzle is just a mitterof delicacy.' The reader will note that 'simple' and
,of .ours€' again trigjer an implicarure of dim-wittedness, of failing to s€e the obvious. The 'of

@urse,, however, is"t"otatty ouf of place: nowhere in IFG does Halliday mention a distinction of

delicacy between adlectivat and substantival groups, and he consistently refers to what

Matthiessen & Martin are telling us are adjectival grouPs as 'nominal groups' (e.g.P'252, where

plain or with crum it!i"* as-a ccmplex consisting of a nominal grouP and a prepositional

irf.,r"*f . As for ,simpTe', that.the ans*er may be, but it actrieves its simplicity by completely

ig,;rilg the point t was making about the difference in treatment of adjectival and adverbial

f,o..rprl :u.'ihe steu, uns simmiring wry gnttg-theuerg mdgently -q" I9t-.of the adverbial

Fo.rir, but in Theg were wry gentti*e iery and gentle are not ICs of the (adjectival) nominal

Fo"'p. Because ii is a trotiit "t group it has a nominal grouP stnrcture, and -verg and gentle

iog"tfro function as Epithet in th; rnulti'rn"tiate stmclxrre. That is, the nominal group consists

ffiediately of a single element of stnrchrre, which is realized by-a-wor! omplex' Unlike uery

jentlg,vety gntte is-treated alike when it occtrs in prenominal function (very gmtle people)

and when it occtus without a following H1gid (They werc vefy gntle): this is the difference I

find puzzlinB, and deticacy has nothing to do with it'
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19 Minimd bracketing and typology

Matthiessen & Martin's crcncluding remarks on the contrast between minimal and maximalbracketing -approaches to constitiency (end of SII.2.3) raise the issue of the typologicaldistinction between sVo and what have Leen called ,r,or,-.or,iigfii"ri"rir,;;;;* 
such aswulpiri'- They write: 'Even if the maximal bracketing or *re li tradition tumed out to be themost useful model for -co-Lsftuency in English, jt h.as piwgd quite inappropriate for many otherlanguages, whereas Halliday's -itrim"iutacketing model ii generatty applicable precisely

Ht:"t:1:i:,,T-P"* 
cnnstituenry where there i=s none'. But there is no computsion in n6rr-ranx grammars to tmPose constituency where there is none - no compulsion, in partictrlar, toitnPose a vP categoryol all languages. Matthiessen & Martin have too narrow a crcnception ofnon'rank granun:us, rellated : 6l *sgested in S2.1 - in their interpretation or ure terrn ,Icanalysis" cg-ntt"ry to what Matthies6 & Martin claim, the typological contrast betweenlang"ages with and *i.th9"t^19-cltegory provides e"iaenceigainst rank granunar, not for it.At the beginning of their sII.2.3 *re! *remsel".* 

fy thai $errraps the most immediatetystsiking difference' b:!yut" rank grimmar and wtrat *rey Ltt li-*"lysis is gr"t ir, ,"r,r.
Srammar 'there is no vP'. But therels no more reason to reduce all languajes to a ftattened outEhucture, as rank gramm:u does, than there is to impose a binary Np-lp structure on alllangrages (as Matthiessen & Martin are implyingrlon-i"nk gtu.-* necessarily do). If - torctum toth-e abole quotation -'the maximat'urilteting of tfre IC trad.ition turned out to be themost useful model for.corrstituency in English', then_or.i g*"y shoutd allow that analysis, butrank grammar doesn't (by virtue of haiing no vp): ir.t"-ii.t that the Vp category is notappropriate for all languages is no reason foiexcluding it from our analysis of those languageswhere it is appropriate. To do so, as rank grammar does, obsctues the difference between the twotypes of language.

3. Theme

3.1 Questions conoeming Halliday's conc€p,t of Theme

The function Theme is used in talking both of linguistic expressions and of non-linguistic entities.For example, in

(45) Velan was perfectty contented and happy

(from Matthiessen & Martin's (113)) systemic-Functional Grammar might say either that theTheme was velan, a nominal g'oup, ot ttnt the Theme was 'Velann, a penson. To avoid possibleconfusion between these different facets of Theme, I shall refer to them as ,Themeg, (Theme
considered as expression) and 'Theme6' (Theme crcnsidered as crcntent), and in talking about theThemes of partictrlar examples I shall, as I have iust done for (45), give Themeg in italics andTheme6 within double quotation marks. Themen may be either simple or muttiple a simpleThemep corresponds to a single element in the rank-based constitueni stmcture oi tt " clause, amultiple Themeg to more than one. we can now formulate the following questions that arisewith Halliday's thematic analysis of clauses:

(45) i How is Themeg determined?
ii what does it mean to say of some ,x" that "xo is Therne6?

i i i How is Themec determined, and what is the relation beiween Theme6
and Themeg?

iv what is the mnstituent stmcture assigned to a clause with multiple
Themeg?

v What is the nature of the enpirical evidence supporting the anatysis?
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3.2 Detennination of Themeg

For English, Themeg is identified, as a first approximation, as the first element of the clause.
There are other languages, however, where it iJmarked in quite a different way, e.g.by some
$-nd of partide. Hlli*y^FG:38) gives Japanese -wa as an'exampte of such a marker, while
Matthiessen & Martin (SII.3.1) cite Tigatog is a language 'where Theme is marked by a particle
T9o than positio| artd tends to appear tast in ttreitau"se, unless marked'. This is an important
$fference, though it receives no moie than a passing m*tion in IFG and Matthiessen & Martin:
it td.lf the question of how far the element mark"b uy a particle in |apanese or Tagatog is in
fact identifiable with the Theme of IFG's analysis of English - I will retum to *ris quLtion
briefly below.

To say that in English Themeg is identified as the first element in the clause is only an
approximation because there are two complicating factors: (a) A multiple Themeg clcvers more
than what is the first element in the rank consiihrent stmcture; (b) Not all clauses have a
Themeg.

The elaboration Halliday gives to cater for multiple Themeg is along the foltowing lines
(IFG:53, 56):

(47) i If the initial element in the clause does not function as Subject, Complement or
CIRCUMSTANTIAL Adiunct ([whidr] embraces all Adiunc6 other thin conjunctive
and morlal ones), then the Subiect, Conplement or Adjunc next followingis still
part of the Theme

ii The Theme of any clause ... exterrds up to (and includes) the topical Theme. The
topical Theme is the first element in the clause that hassom" i.rt"tion in the
ideational structure

Although this aspect of (45i) was not a major focus of my review, I did mention the problem for
the account just given created by suctr a pair as

(48) i Wouldn't the best iilea be to join the group?
ii Isn't the best iila to join the group?

In (i) Halliday takes the topical Themen to be tfte beit iilen (cf. rFG:55 [I have simptified his
example in irrelevant ways]), whictr is consistent with the definition since urouldn,i is not, byitself, an element with an ideational function. But in (ii) rsn't does have an ideational function(it is simultaneously interpersonal Finite and ideational Process), and hence satisfies the
definition of topical Themeg. Matthiessen & Martin respond by-saying that isn,f in (ii) is
selected as Themeg qua Finite, not qua Process, and hence is not topical Themeg: the best iitu is
thus topical rhemeg in both cases, as shown in their Figure 13. I have no doubt here that this
does represent Halliday's intention, but the fact rernains that l'sn't satisfies the definition oftopical ThemeB given in t47ii) - it is significant in this respect that thefu anatysis in Figqre 13
does not show the ideational functions. Why, then, do uitthiessen & Martil present it as a
matter of my seeming 'to have missed this point entirely', instead of acknowleag"g that I have
drawn attention to the need for (47ii) to be corrected, r*ined? [MisrepresentaUon'g1."f.rote that it
is not as though (47ii) were an initial statement made in the cbntext of a-discussion ofdeclarative dauses: it cpmes AFTER the disctrssion of interogatives.

A seqrnd problem for (47ii) cpncerns the existential thereronstmction, as in There is nothing
more he coulil ilo about it, where Halliday takes there itself as topicat Theme6. h my review I
gu.estione-d this analysis lvith respect to (46ii-iii), and will take it up in that context below, but
ilit *gttt noting here that it too conflicts with (47ii). Halliday himself says quite explicitly(IFG:130) that this there has no representational [ideational] function - s€e also the ideational
ln|yses in Figure F22, where no function is assigned to it. It does not therefore satisfy the
definition of topical Theme6 given in (47ii), even though it is analysed as such: I don,t think
there is any doubt that its lack of ideational fi.nction is closely associated with the problem of
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33 Themeg and its interpretation

The main focus of my criticism of Halliday's concept of Theme in my review related to (46ii-
!i)-more specifically to his claim that themeg is what t5u-"1".r* is about. Matthiessen &Mattin regard it as one of the 'fundamental problems of [my] critique, that I ,[narrow] the notionof ttreme to the notion of topic - "aboutnes!"'; '"aboutneJsi is most dosely associated with thehpicality subtype of thematicity, i.e. with ideational rhemes'. But there'are three very goodrcasons for foctrssing on the reiation between 'aboubless' and Theme. In the first place, theoncept of what a dause, sentence or utterane is about is one commonly invoked in the non-rystemic literature - 

T*: is here the potential rot some foint or *r,tra between systemic-Functional scholars and others. seg,n{iy, it is reasonable io regard the topical Theme as the
Plotot)?ical or most readily graspable una or Theme: if we can.t get dea; on what Hallidaymeans by topical ftT", we ane not likely to get far in understanang textuat and inierpersornlThemes, or Theme in the-more general sense tftat subsumes all tfuee kinds. In this onnection Iwould ask what kind of rtremeis marked by the Japanese -a r"gurog partides. Do these marktheme in this general sens€ or, as I zuspect,lust topical rnemel Thirdly, the concept of what the

ffff.:t 
about or q)ncerned with plays a rtigrrri promineni rote in ij"[ia"f, "'rpi"*tion of

AREPLY TO MATTHIESSEN & MARTIN

lnterpreting it as the realisation of a topicat Themeg. (47ii) also needs refining to cater fordauses with no Themep.

Let me substantiate ttris point. Theme is first introduced (under the provisional label'psydrological subject') on p. ss as 'that which is the crrncern oittr" -"rr"g&.- n i, tupot mgaunt uns given by the iluke'is a message concerning tlrg tgapot' !n. sst. ,psychological subjectmeant "that which is the qcncem of the message"; (p.33). 'ln this.t@pot mg aunt uns giam bglhe duke, the psyciological subject is thrs tupot. That is to say, it is ,this teapot" that is theconcem of the message' (P. 34). 'The Theme ... is what the message is concemed with: the pointof departure for what.the speaker is going to say' (p. 35). 'The Theme is the element whichsewes as the point of departure of the message; it-is tirat with which the clause is ooicemed, (p.38)' 'The Theme is the starting-point for the message: it is what the clause is going to be about,(p' 39)' 'There is a differenCe-in meaning. betwin-1 natfping is the smallest English coin,where a halfpenny is Them-e ("I ll tell yo" I9"g " rtarp"tiil'i *a the snuuest Engtish coin isahalt'pmny, where the smallest English coin is Theme 1't;ntll'you about the smalftst Englishcoin")' (p' 39)' 'so the meanin g ot u*at th9 d*e gaw my oiii *t tlut teapot is something like'l am going to tell you about the duke's gift to .i ",rr,t 1..;. coiu"st this with rhe iluk gaae my
13i.'#':y:.r, 

where the meaning is 'iam going to tell you something about the duie", 1f,.

f.he qcent of 'point of deparhrre' or 'starting-point' also figures prominently; I foctrssed on theidea of what the dause is lbout, crcncemed 
"*^ri*t, 

on ttre d.r-ar Elat it is not clear that theseother ooncepts '@n sustain an interpreation that is inael'daent of syntactic sequenoe, (crrmpareHudson's remark (1986:798) that if subordinating tftar iJtfpoint of departure it can only be inthe sense of being the first elenrent). It is in.thecdrtext of q"o'd;g my remark onoeming point ofdepartt[e that Matthiessen & Martin mention r1qarog,9;-gg*oit ihat it is ,the icor,icity of therealization of Theme in English that creates p"ou-t".i ror6e linguist at this point (a problemwhidr would not arise in a language like tagalog, where rrr*t" i-s marked uy-" p"rti"re ratherthan position, and tends to appear last in the ii",.rse, unless marked),. I question, however,whether this concept of point-of departure is one thai would naturally be used in describingTagelog; if it were used, would it n& itsetr be explained uy iJerence to the conoept of what themessage is (primarily) about? Note that in taiking or inis conc€pt of ,point of departure,Matthiessen & Martin ytttg, 'There is good reason"to think that if we can claracterize thenotion of "information flow-", orrrently popular with a number of linguists, *," *il be able torelate the 19tion 
"point of departure" ioiti. But this is a mattl of future res€arch, not currentunderstandin8i as things presently stand we have not ueen g"en a clear account of what ,point ofdepartue' means that is independent of syntacti. r"q,r*"j*d - in the light of the above three
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Points - it is perfectly reasonable to examine the relation between Halliday's Theme and the
oncept of what the message is about or c\cnoetned with.

Iet us begin with a darification of terminology. Outside Systemic-Functional Grammar "what
the message is about" is more often called 'topic' than 'themi' - d. Reinhart (19g1:55) ,The term"sentence'topic" is the Anglo-Saxon equivalent of the term "theme", cnined by the prague Sctrool
of firnctional linguistics'. I made *ris point in a paren*resis in my review:

(49) The interpretation of theme (or topic, as it is more often called) as what the clause is
about is of course a familiar one - but it is surety not an interpretation that can be
consistently associated in English with the initial element.

Matthiessen & Martin cite this passage in juxtaposition to the following quotation from IFG (p.
3e):

(50) Some grammarians have used the terms Topic and Comment instead of Theme and
Rheme. But the Topic-C-omment terminology carries rather different oonnotations. The
Iabel 'Topic' usually refers to only one partictrlar kind of Theme [ideational or topical
theme, cM & JRMJ; and it tends to be used as a clcver term for two c\cnc€pts thai are
functionally distinct, one being that of Theme and the other that of Given.

They then comment: 'As th-e quotation from IFG shows, Halliday explicitly wams us against
equating theme with topic, but this does not prevent Huddleston'ft"i aoin'g just that,. This is
*9qq gross misrepresentation, implicating ai it does that I have aonfused t*,o aistinc @ncEpts
and failed to heed Halliday's warning not to do so. The parenthesis is a terminological aside
with absolutely no b "trg on my argument; there is not theleast onfusion because my argwnent
is ocncemed not with two concepts, but with a single canc€pt going under two names, nariely the
concePt of what the clause is about; and the definition oi theme as what the clause is about is
not surr-ePtiously brought in from the literature on topic but is given by Halliday himself -
repeatedly, as the quotations above testify [Misrepresentationlg]. For the *" t&*r, I reject
llatthiessen & Martin's earlier acctrsation (SI.5) that I engage 'in an unfortunate practice of
glossing what Halliday says and then arguing about tmyl-own glosses rather than Halliday,s
oliginal interpretation. ...- this happens with Theme, which Uuddleston glosses as "topii",.
'Topic' is a standard term for what a message is about or concemed with, "t? ar the quotations
given above demonstrate, this is Hal l iday's or iginal  interpretat ion of Theme
[Misrepresentationl 1 ].

There are two factors involved in the terminological distinction Halliday draws in (50). One is
that Topic is less general than Theme, crcrresponding only to the ideationa suUtype - hence his
term 'topical Theme' for that subtype. Notice, here, that if there is any confusion of oncepts in
the debate it is to be found not in (a9) but in Matthiessen & Martin's jubstitution of Thenre, for
$e 

'Topic' that appears in the Tagatog gmrnmiu they refer to, Schacfiter & Otanes l9Z2: I have
found nothing in this work to suggest that their topic corresponds to Theme in generat rather
than jttst topical Theme. It should also be observed that when Halliday erplJns Theme in
terms of what the dause/message is about he gives no indication that thij is intended to cover
only topical Themes. Nevertheless, I am quite willing to timit discussion of ,aboutness, to
topical Theme, though this leaves us without any general aoorurt of Theme itself.

The second factor in (50) is that although there is some significant crcrrelation between Theme
and Given, they are distinct concepts and-do-not always matdr. This is undoubtedly an
imPortant point. It is echoed, for example, by Reinhart (1980:173): ,most of the studies
mentioned above ... cpnfuse the topic with the old information or the presuppositions of the
sen!enc9]; @mPare also Reinhart (1981:57): 'one 

[matx approadr to the ai*initi'oir of the relation
topic-of] defines the topic as the opression whose referent the sentence is about. The other
defines it as the expression representing old information'. But Halliday's point does not mean
tlut topical Theme is inherently distinct from topic - defined, as in Riinhart's own approach,
as what the sentence is about {cf. also Gundel (1985:84): 'what the speaker inlends to
communicate something about (the topic)', and so on) - for there is nothing inherent in the
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oonePt of aboutness that limits it to what is given: presumably this is why Halliday feels able
b use the term topical Theme for the ideational Theme, eyrng (p. 54) that 'it orresponds fairly
well to the element identified as "topicn in topic-comment analysis'. Since I argue that
Halliday's Themeg, even when limited to topical Themeg, is not always what the message is
about, I shall use the term 'topic' in preference to Theme when I want to refer to the crcncept of
what the message is about. I am not using it for 'two Gcncepts that are functionally distinct',
nanely 'what the message is about' and 'given', but just for the fi$t of these.

Granted that topic and given do not always match, we allow for topics that are not given, and
given elements that are not topic. Plausible examples of these are respectively (51), an attested
ocample cited in Ward & Prince (191:170), and (52ii):

Brains you're born with. A great bodg you haw to wo* at
i A. What about Kim? Wut iliil she thir* oJ the iilea?
ii B. She ilidn't like it

In (51) "brains" and 'a grat body" are not glten, but are naturally regarded as topics, while in
(52ii) "it' is given but not the topic - the topic is "she" (which is of ccnrrse also given). But it is
important to note that the mere fact that a given element is non-initial is not sufficient to
establish that it is not topic. Consider the following possible responses, presented as (20) in my
rcview (p. 159), to the question What about the battery?

(53) i It uns O.K
ii There uns nothing urcng with it

iii I hail to replace it

'ltn 1= "1l" battery") is given in all tfuee, but initial only in (i); nevertheless, I see no rreason for
denying that it is topic in all three. In partiorlar, it would not be valid to dismiss the daim
that it is toPic in (ii) and (iii) as a confusion between topic and given: it needs to be
demonstrated, not merely asserted, that the topic-expression must ocrlpy initial position.

This brings us to my daim (49). The distinction between topical Theme and Theme in general in
no way invalidates my objection: the weaker claim that the topical Theme6 is what the dause
is about is still quite untenable. A fair number of the examples on the basis of which I diqputed
Bre claim that Theme6 is what the dause is about, including most of those in the early part of
the discussion, did in fact involve topical Themes. Consider the following examples from p. 158:

(54) i Nothing will satist'g you
ii You could buy a bar ol chocolate l*e this for 6d before the t{ar [spoken to

som@ne who was not bom before the War]
iii There's a lalhcg in your argument

Matthiessen & Martin quote my observation that 'I can't make any sense of the idea that [these
examples] are respectively about "nothing", "you" and "there"', yet the very long section on
Theme in their respons€ simply does not address this objection. They criticize me for using
decontexhralized examples. It is undoubtedly true that one could not give a satisfactory
explanation of topic without using examples in context, but one doesn't need crcntextualized
examples to demonstrate that the first element in a dause does not always identify what the
dause is about, its topic. The examples in (54) are uncontentiously aceptable and natural, and
simply don't need contextualizing to darify their interpretation. At the end of their disctrssion
of examples with initial negatives, Matthiessen & Martin write: 'The general point is arguably
this: if Huddleston had gone through say twenty examples of negative Themes in running
natural text, the issue would never have arisen'. Again there is the derogatory implicature -
that my argument is superficial and that I ould have saved everybody a lot of trouble if only I'd
done some more work - but this implicature is quite without foundation. The 'issue' is whether
(Sai) is about "nothing", as Halliday's acclcunt predicts, and going through all the examples
Matthiessen & Martin present does nothing to support the idea that it is about "nothing". One of
the examples they give (a cpnstmcted one) is (55) ttheir (120)l:

(s1)
(s2)
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l

(55) Yaterilag'�s ma*et was ilixppointing. Not a single thing ilid I finil to buy

They say 'the thematic status of not a single thing..' would presumably not be questioned" but I

ertainly would question, and reject, the claim lhat the sec6nd clause has not 4 single tfting as its

topic expression, that it is aboui 'not a single *1nS-'. An utterance of (45) by Max could be

reported as Max spoke aboutlof Vetan, s'aying that"h.e was yTluttA contmted anil happy' but

Ai* it no omparable way of reporting the seoond sentence of (55).

They begin their dirtrssion of existentials with another derogatory implicature: 'it would seem

that Huddleston's ou;""tio" should have been forestalled by--the-work outside systemic

linguistics on the presentative use of clauses of this tlPe" Yy 6U;ecti9"-1uas tfrat (94iii) is not

about ,thereo, does not luve there as its topic e*ptessiott, and. t do not believe there is any non-

systemic work on existentials that arguei that it is about 'there"' Why do Matthiessen &

Martin not respond ;;y contmtion if,"i 1topi..! T*9 does not consistently identify what

the clause is about? bo tir"y maintain tttat it doest If so, they need to reconcile that daim with

ilbil"tt. examples tke (s4) (as I have said, their disctrssion of such constructions is not in

terns of aboubress); if not, then we have a much more fundamental difference between toPical

Theme and topic than has been acknowledged, one which requires a -major overhaul of the

o*""t of Theme given in IFG, as illustrated it ore nume"o.,s quotations given above'

There is surely a vast difference between (5a) and the elementaly examPte wi$ which we

began, (45) (Velan was perfectly contentei! aia nappyl. ln the latter, we have said, the topical

Themeg is Velan and the topical Theme6 is "Velan'l the person. The relation between Therne.

and Themep is that ftremei is the referent of Themeg, and the interpretation of the statement

that the Themec is 'Velan" is that the clause is about "Velan" (i.e. that in normal use it would

be used to say something about "Velan"). The corresponding acaount cannot hold for (54), where

the alleged Themeg is not even referential. One o? ttt" tttingt that makes the IfG ac€ount of

Theme so unsatisfaiory is that it introduces the concept via examples like.(45) y.lo" the above

account is readily comprehensible (e.g' The duke gaae my aunt this tupot)b and then extends it

to radically different examples without acknowledgement or explanation of the differences'

I remarked of (5a) that none of the alleged Themes could occtrr in the as /or constmction: *As 
/or

noihing, it wiil *tiisfy you, etc. Matthielsen & Martin write: 'Presumably Huddleston's ac@unt

shows why the er#f,t"r'aon't work so we are entitled to ask what the actount is. unforttrnately

he doesn,t present ,,i tV account is that topic is not systematically encoded in English (except

in certain marked constructions, such ", thor" with as lor), so that an example like My wile

couldn,t stand thed% ;;; b".tt"a *itft either "my wifet or "the dog" as toPic, depending on

the context - see p'p. f SA-f Sf of my review. This is not an idiosyncratic p91i-t1o1; I referred

there to Comrie (rggi), but could have added other referenc€s, e.g. Reinhart-(1.981:58): 'whidt of

the referring expressions of a given s€ntenc€ counts as toPic is determined, in most cases (i'e'

except for sentencer *itf, a stru'crurally marked topic), by-its oontext of utterance'; or again Lyons

(1977:5OS):,*" *oi *y U.."t lohn'-isthe thematic suUlect [= toPic expre*qsion, RDH] in the

system-sent"r,c" ioin iin o.oy, this system-sentence is in co*espondence with several

Jr"*arJfi t-a i-ait g.riitidffyl distinct ufreranc€s, in some of which/o1n would not be the

ii"-"ti. 2u1""g'.i In (54), however, the alleged topical Themeg is not even a potential topic-

erpression - which is-why contextualizatiqr is unnecessary. And they cannot occur after cs/or

U&use they are not referring expressions'

Matthiessen & Martin say that although nothing cannot ocrtf with as for, it is'perfectly-fine'

iig,-tir*i"s ol oriio,ut,;", tottg as it is not Pided up referentially', as in (56) ltheir (123)]:

(55) Speaking of nothing, haue you paiit ihe phone bill yet?

There are three points to be made about this example' The first it tlo! it can hardly be said to

be uncontentiously naturat: why do Matthiessen & Martin feel able to criticize me for using

decontextuali"ea &amples and y"t U"t" an arggment on one of their own like this? The second is
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hat, contrary to what tuy t"y, it is not 'perfectty fine' if we substitut e about for speaking of.
The third point is, most importantly, that (SS) is noi int"lpt"ted in the same kind of way as

(57) speaking of your father, wiII he be coming round next ue*.+nd?

This IS about "your father"; a natural @ntext is one where he has just or recently been mentioned.
fhe participial dause provides a crrhesive link with what has gone before, but although there
is in this sens€ a continuity of topic the spuking o/ formula iniicates that the comment is not
Gcnnected with what- has been being talked iUout. (55) is quite different: its topic is not'nothingn, and speaking of -.nothing is not cohesive, but indicates that there is no topic-
continuity..- An important difference between spenking ol x and as lor x is that the former is
dausal while the lafter is not. This means that the fo;d selects foi polarity, and in (56) the
dause is negative, just like not spaiking of anything (in particularl I ttre fact that nothing
inorporates a feature of dause negation iJ a inapl t*in *tiy it is no[ omparable to (57). As fir@nnot fall within the scope of a negative: we can't say 'not es for anytlting, ..., and this is why
8rcre is no as lor nothing comparable to (55): as for can inrry Ue tisea tJ speefy tire topic, and the
!9 $at notling cannot aPPear with as for is evidence that it is not " pot*tij topic.S
Matthiessen & Martin suggest that examples like

(58) As for the thirty rupus he bunitled than into a knot at the eni! of his turban

1l not found very often_- that the Ccnplement of as for is more often antecedent for a pncnoun in
Subtect function than in C-omplement function. This may be tme, but it has no bearing or, th" ir*",
for Matthiessen & Martin accept that (58) is not ungrammatical or implausible itistatus is not
omparable to that of *As 

lor nothing, it wilt rr,tisfy you, etc.

3.{ Theme in interrogative clauses

kt us tum now to the issue of Theme in interrogative clauses, beginning with the open (,wh, or'mntent') subclass, as in

A Wat's the new boss lke?
B She seems O.K.

(se) i
i i

(where (l) il a question asked by speaker A, and (ii) is B's response). According to IFG the
Themeg of (i) iswhat. I described this analysis as 'very counter-intuitive' (p. tS!;, in that it
fguires us to say that the,ulswer has a different Theme than the question: I wotrld want to say
that they have the same toPic, namely "the new bossn. Matthiessen & Martin criticize my
appeal to intuition here, but it is worth noting that it can be supported by two observations. One
is that-a natural way of rePotting A's utterance would be tosay: A eikeit B about the nant boss.
The other is that in Japanese - which on my actount encodes lopic more systematically than
English, and on Halliday's marks Theme by the p{ticle -un rather than by linear position - -
np would indeed be associated with "the new boss":9

(60) i A etarashii bosu -wa dou itrriu k a
rpw boss TOp how be whether

ii B {kanojo -wa) monilai nai desu
she TOP problem rD be

What explarntion do Matthiessen & Martin have for the fact that my intuitions about English
turn out to match what is encoded in Japanese? The reader will also have noted 

-that

Matthiess€n & Martin daim that 'Huddleston a! $is point se€rns to be confusing thematicity
with newsworthiness-{Halliday's distinction of Theme-Rheme and Given-Newi,. There ii,
however, no basis at all for this acrcusation. It is in (59ii) that the topic is gvs, and there is no
disagreement between me_ and Halliday on this clause: he too tro.rid say-ihat she is Theme. ln(59i) I want to say that the topic expression is the nat boss, which is new (Halliday,s New
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being marked prosodically): if I were confusing topic with given, I would not be saying this.

[M isrepresentation 1 2]

Consider now Matthiessen & Martin's own account of [59). They say that the Theme of (i),

obviously Themeg, is 'the piece of information the speaker assunes the listener can supply, i.e.
information that is recoverable for the listener although it isn't for the speaker'. There are
three points to be made about this. Firstly, although they have criticized my appeal to
intuition, they present not one shred of empirical evidence (or indeed any other kind of evidence)
in support of this analysis: it is simply asserted. Secondly, it is quite undear what they mean.
What they treat as Theme of (59i) would also be Theme of

(61) The piece of infomution that I assume you can supply, i.e infonution that is
renaerable lor you although it isn't for me, is ol aitnl httportance to me

I carurot believe that they intend to say that (59i) and (61) do in fact have the same Therne. One
differmce between them on the /FG acrount is that the Theme of (59i) is simultaneously
interpersonal and topical (see, for example, Halliday's analysis of. whg in Figure $14, p. 55),
whereas that in (61) is puely topical; nevertheless, the Themes in the general sense would still
be the sarne. Thirdly, Matthiessen & Martin's analysis differs significantly from those that
Halliday himself proposes for open interrogatives: on his account the Themeg is 'I want you to

tell me the person, ff.g, time, manner, etc." (IFG:aZ;.1O Is the difference intentional? tf not, it
is seriously misleading; if so, does this reflect a drange in Halliday's analysis (the IFG acrr)unt
is not substantially different from that presented in the 1967 paper) or a difference of opinion
between Matthiessen & Martin and Halliday?

ln the absence of any explicit suggestion or evidence that Halliday has modified his analysis, it
would seem better to begin with the IFG account rather than that quoted above from Matthiessen
& Martin. The most obvious problem with the IFG analysis concems (45iii), the relation
between Themeg and Theme6: given that ThemeE= what, how do we arrive at Theme6 = "I

want you to tell me the thing"? In our prototypical example (45), Themeg ("Velan') is the
referent of Theme6, but dearly there is no such relation in the present example. Nor would it be
plausible to say that Themeq here is the meaning of Themeg: uhat does not mean "I want you to
tell me the thing". Evidence for this comes from a consideration of sudt pairs as

(62) i Wat has she bought?
ii I know what she has bought

(63) i Who broke it?
ii / know uho broke it

(64) i When will she arriue?
ii I know uhm she will aniue

Assuming temporally, for the sake of argument, that 'I want you to tell me the
thing/person/time" is part of the meaning of the independent dauses, i.e. (i) in eadt pair, it
would be inappropriate to attribute that meaning to the 'wh' words themselves, for this would
require us to say that eadr of the 'wh' words has a different meaning in (i) than in (ii). A more
general and economical acmunt would be to attribute the "I want you to tell me" meaning to the
CONSTRUCTION rather than to the individual 'wh' words: it would attadr to the independent
open interrogative constmction, but not to the dependent/subordinate one. My example (59i) was
in fact drosen because it poses a pai-tictrlar problem for any claim that TherneC is attributable to
the nominal group what, nantely that what is here part of an idiom uhat ... Iike; thus (59i)
would not be used (at least not in its natural, salient interpretation) to specify the value of x,
zuch that the new boss is like x: this is reflected in the fact that in the answer, (ii), O.K.
substitutes for the whole idiom utut ...lfte, not just for uftal.

But if the Theme6 derives from the meaning of the Glnstnrction, not from Theme6, then this
represents a massive shift in the concept of Theme relative to its application to prototypical
examples like (45): in my view, this shift has never been properly acknowledged, let alone
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H#$;fii3lr}"i; iltr,1;T*1ff"ilt'1ilil,d rurrer) acrount given in Haniday
[65) Giventrat 

*ir"!:!,!,::u^?,-.:-, 
,John saw something and r want to know thellil'g.ii.lM,ffi f ::1"*"":*i:a:{;##",il1ilJilffi "f, 'il:l:3ffLf HJ?',ff ]"T"*:,:*,:T.T.::.9::FU;;.;l'U.;Tffi:H':ffilffi:ii:::,*:,9nT::.'(as rod what r want to k";;d;[ffi"f'ilH,ffifilthc "something' 

that John saw,. ...

H:ff-*:i:':,fl41]."^:$ congnt of.unmarked theme as the etement which theitrS.H*?,:::'#"*n*"sd;,rll$:;S;.'*ff,ff T;#Lil:
*ilin*:*:j,3:_yl,j:t, r;Gi ,r*-#fr;il"i"".LTlff*T ill-fi:iil
dause is about,;:H,:*Tl in polar interrogatil.: d;;;;-"*,,1; ;: ffi;;" "il *ilT:

This clearly implies
ilffiili fflTrr*"i,il",ff 

here dealing with a topic in iust the same way as in alike (a5).

ls:,rr#ll,*:H:*rilt_l*jf:rsTl"S"p,"betweenHailiday,sthematicffi ii:',f ,',,?riTg::IT^Ti*:rt**"$;d;'il;H;Tl'*3ffi ;*T?i:
$Hl'.X'111ilil';T: "T^'.1 f .:"1iI1 ".,T.?*J,, ;i;i fiH:1i"ff#:",Tll H:fffi jffi i,"I:1,*",*::::^l"lp,*,-,",u.;Ji5i,"l*'""rH:x;ilfr?,",,H?l"Ti:H:
il,ff:L"Si*::J:;lffrj:.""s, but not, for **,p,.I;ffi; ,;fil Hilifjff",:#:questions. Consider, for example:

let me now tum to the assumption that I have been acce_pting for the sake of argumenh that ,Iwiult you to tell me the person, thing, tirne, manner, etc.; is part of the meaning of independentopen inte'ogative d,""T.r - or mJre g;*;it t#;l ;;;you to ten me ... " is part of themeaning of independent interrogati'rre iauses,.;;;rh";;;; or closed (for the tatter rhe more
ffii:il*ng 

is said to be "I iant vou to tell me *n"*r'ei oinot"). In rFG:ez nJiiaay writes

{65) The trPical functjgn of an inte.ogative clause is to ask a question; and from the speaker,spoint of view asking a guestion ii an indication that he wants to be told something. Thefact that' in real life, p-eople ask questions for all kinds of reasons does not calt intodispute the observation *,it the bailc 
Te"ni"g 9i " q""rrio. is a request for an answer.The natural theme for a question, therefore, is ,what I want to know,

I would take the "i"*l 
!{.Tntrasq.that qrecisely because independent interrogatives can be usedin a wide range of ways, it is invalid to &ui- that ,I want to fio_" or ,I want you to tell me" isPart of the meaning of this syntactic constmction. consiaer s'J everyday examples as

She's just hail another baby
Has she? I didn,t aen kniw she was pregnant

the best way ol haniiling this problem?

that

t67) i A
i i B

(68) Wat is

In a natural use of (67ii) ! isn't- wanting A to tell whether or not. A has already done thafi B,shas she? rather acknowledges what o # ry9 as new *J ffiring-information. (68) might beused in the prototypical way to ask the address;;;6;h:r the best way is - but it courdqually well be used bya ledurer intendinq b.*:*T oe quesuon himself: what is wanted from&e audience is not an answer' but attentircn to the lecturer's *r*o. The default assumptionshere are: (a) "I want you to tell me ..." is not part of the meaning of the urrERANcEs (6zii) and(68) (as it occurs in die recturing con-t-Ji- of tnu ser.risicni ir*orved have th;;" meaninghere as in utterances of them itt*u ttr"y "t" used with ae aim of obtaining information fromthe addressee' The rFG analysis is infonsistent with 0r"* "rr,r.ptions, and surery needslu$ification and expranation inthe light of sucfr exampres as (571 ard (6s).

(69) When d.id eueen Victoria die?
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I might ask this because I don't know/can't remember the answer, and want to find out; but

"q.rJty I might know the answer and ask the question in order to find out whether you do.

AAain; it seems to me that there is no reason to say that the SENTENCE {59) has different

m-eat ings in these two us€s. Yet Matthiessen & Martin's thesis - following.IFG, but contrary to

that I hlve espoused above - is that Theme is systematically encoded in the syntactic stmcture

of sentencer in Engirt1, whicft leads to the highly implausible daim that the Themeg of (59) is
"The piece of information the speaker assunes the listener can supply, i.e. ...o even when it is

used in a quiz.

Closed interrogatives raise a number of further problems. One was mentioned by Bazell in a

review covering Halliday 1970a (1973:201) in connedion with

(70) i Diiln't Sir Qristopher Wren builil ihis gaz*bo?
ii Did Sir Christophu Wren not builil this gazebo?

iii Did Sir Christopher Wren builil this gazebo?

According to Halliday's rules for determining Themeg, it will & itiiln't Sir Christopher Wran in

(i), itid Sir Christopher Wren in tii) and (iii). The Themeg is broadly 'I want you to tell me

whether or not"; it is not cjear how he would differentiate between (i) and (iii), but sine they

differ in meaning and in their Themeg it is reasonable to assume that he would want to recognize

a difference in Themeg. The problem noted by Bazell is that (ii) has the same Themeg as (iii)

but the sarne meaning as (i). I refered to this point in my review (P. 150), but lv{atthiessen &

Martin do not r"spotrd. In view of the personal criticisms that Matthiessen & Martin level

against me in their paper, notably conceming my alleged inability to accePt new ideas, it is

aipropriate to quote Bazell's comment on Halliday's thematic analysis of interrogatives: 'One

ci""oi DEFINE the theme in English in terms of initial position and then EXPL-A'IN how it comes

to be in this position by a pect tiar English awareness! Any suggestion so implausible at first

sight as the suggestion ifrat aran't crculd be the theme of an English sentence - it-isj on the face

oiit, not e.rnen i surface-crcnstituent - would have to be supported by very solid arguments

indeed. It is difficult to see here any trace of a genuine argument.'1l Halliday's IFG aooount is

essentially the same as in the earlier works (1967, 7970a), but there is no advance in terms of

explaining or justifying this 'at first sight implausible' analysis - and Matthiessen & Martin

have not lttempted to iemedy this situation. Note, moreover, that there is in fact one difference

between the IFG analysis and the original one: in the earlier version the Themeg was iust the

finite verb, whereas now it covers the Subject too. It would be interesting to know what

EMPIRICAL evidence would count for or against this modification (d. ('15v)).

The second problem arising with this construction stems from the fact that whereas there are

two main kinds of inte6ogitive clause, open and closed, there are three main kinds of question,

variable (,wh'), polar ('yes/no') and altemative. Both polar and altemative questions are

characteristically expressed by closed interrogatives:

(77) i Is it a girl?
ii Is it a boY or a girl?

As obsened in my review (p. 16,n. 8), Halliday does not mention altemative questions (and the

same applies to the fuller dirussion in the 1l)67 paper), but dearly the Themeg of both o<amples

in (71) *itt Ue I's it. The Themeg for (i) is "I want you to tell me whether or not"; but what is the

Themeg for (ii)? If we say it is the same as for (i), this conflicts with the fact that "I want you

to tell me whether or notn is not part of the meaning of {ii). [f we say it is different, this

increases the diffictrlty of finding any consistent, uniform relation between Themeg and ThemeB

(d. also Hudson 79t!5:797).

In this connection Halliday's remarks on the imperative only add to the difficulty of

understanding his theory of Theme. He says (p. 49) that 'the basic meaning of an imperative

clause is 'I want you to do something'' (I ignore the let's zubtype). In
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(72)You keq quiet

the Themeg isyou, and the implication is-that the Themeg is-,I want you to do something".This implication derives from the parallel with *re sii-gtriry more explicit discussion ofinterrogatives from which I t""e !.Iot"d above, ana rroil-*hat he says about subjectlessirnperatives such as Keq quiet:'shiil-lp"aking, these have no expticit Theme; the meaning'I want you to", whictr tiright rra'tne ueei t1=."u"ja, t;;; with those above [i.e. (22), etc.]or with the inte.ogative, is realized simply by the rd"- or-fii" clause,. T?ris is J*ury sayingtlut 'I want you to [do something]" ii tireriati""a i. (izl, i.u. is its Theme6. But that isobviously not the meaSn-g of its rilem eE, gou, so again we must ask how Themeg relates toThemeg (c0mpare, again, Hudson 1gtjl6:7&i. P2) haia pr"gr"ri."lly less salient interpretationwhere it is a declarative clause. since the Themeg is *,1 Jme in either case, what is the basisfor sapng that in the imperative interpreltion the 'I want you to" meaning is thenratized?
h zummary' I wotrld argue that no iustification has_Fen given for octending the oncept of rhemefiom its application t9 ntototrnicfu cases like (45). *lt-*" it i, a rnatter of topic, of what thedause/message is (primarilyl a'uout,;;r"r tike tirose airtrssea in ftis section, where it is amatter of presumed iltoc.iion"ry -".ting. rne exiensiJ'i, ctearly connected with theonboversial and in my view unlenable thlsis *rat rrrerne in *r" prototypical topic sense ismarked in English uy rirst position. a"Jit involves *re rois or any uniform, onsistent ac@unt ofthe relation between Themec and rhemeE-- something whictr is of course r"Jliat"a by thefailure to make any elplicit and systematic distinction uetieen **"a and Themeg.

3.4 Thematic constituent stnrcttrre

In dauses with a multiple Theme, the Theme6 position is filled by a string of elements that donot form a single constituent in the rank-based cnnstituent structure. For example, in
(73) We' but then Ann surelg wourdn't the best idea be to join the group?

the Themeg is well but than Ann surely wouldn't flte be,t idca, which-is not not a group or grcupcomplex' or any other ranking unit or complex. A major feature of Halliday,s model, however, isthat it is multifunctional:- it-assigns mutiipr., *tnpi"rnJiJry anaryses so as to bring out thetextual' interpersonat and ideatiJnal proplrties. or'oauseilttrough not iust clausesJ. on thetextual dimension, then, well but then Ain syrety wouldn't ihe best ida rs a crcnsti*rent - onefunctioning as Theme (a sister qcnstituent of the-Rhem u, oi io join the group). where there is amultiple Theme, 'the part of the clause functioning "r rt *.-h", a further, internal structure ofits own' (rrG:53)' Hltiaay hlks of thisintemat siucttrre inlerms of textual, interpersonal andideational 'elements', ,r ohicL-rotmally occru in that order. ,There is no further thematicstrttcture within the topical Theme. There is, on the other hand, the possibility of furtherstructure within the textuat and interpersonal components or the Theme, (p. 54). This isillustrated in (73), where the textual *.'pon*t ocntains ontinuative, structuri'anj conlunctirreThemes' and the interpersonal elemeni "o.nqiry vocative,-modal, and finite Themes. Thetextual structure for.{73) Halliday gives in his_rigu; iri, wtricrr Matthiessen & Martinreproduce in their Figure 1. rneyitaim 
$at r #;"i.;;;, 

t: uy taking it to assign ahierardrical constituent structure in which tt," rl*t"..lra;td;* rcs welt but then, Ann surelgwouldn't' and the best idea, with the first two of these *o tr,* furttrer consisting of three ICs,the separate words' Matthiessen & Martin assert that there is onty one layer of Jtmctr.'e here,Theme^Rheme' Their evidence for this is simply dut *re rauers.,continuative,, ,textual,, etc.,do not have initial *Pl,lt:- But a perfgaly'""t*"-r .rrp'rlrr"rion for this L' 6r"t they aremodifiers not heads wittrin the functi'on"l hd"lr ]h.-i;t;d etement is not iextuar,, but'textual rheme', and so on. The evidence t:L-t-r."p;;i"r is much shongen we have seenthat Haltiday talks about rhe'stmcturui or tn"'Th*d;;;;'the order J,;i;;;r, within it,about the textual andinterperso.lal 'omponents' within the Theme; in the same section he alsospeaks of the vocative.as typicalty.""king the beginning oi*re.interpd;in;e,. surelyall this implies crrnstitueniy: *trat ate orderedelem&,t, *a components if they are not
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onstituents? Moreover, the box diagfam notation is the same, save for the matter of capitals' as

in cases where it indisPutably repret;;a; layered constituent structure: comPare the

interpersona anaysis in fig*" L21ti. gii, *h.* Suqect and Finite are constituents of Mood;

Figure Un $.131), wherJin the lasi exampte the upper rorry of boxes are constittrents of the

clause, the lower row-constituents of tfie ctause co-ptet; Figure A-3 (P' 350)' which

simultaneously has layered stmcture within the Theme, ttre uma' and the Process' the latter

being realised by a hlpotactic ygb"l Fg".p;illex 
(where the labels 'modulation' and 'process'

are also written without initial capitals). 
-CiJ* 

that we have already noted several places

where what Matthiessen & Martin say is at.t"ti** with what Halliday says' I do not aaept

Ur"t tfr"t" is any misrepresentation of ifC in my disctrssion of (73)'

In my review I questioned the validity of these textual constituent stnrcture analyses' sa)nng

that 'Halliday gives no argument that the constituent structure proposed "' makes any

contribution to the task of describing *t" *tiLU. ana syna6c stmcture 6f tfre clauses' (p' 162)'

Even if it could be demonstratea tfrit tf,ere ii some get uitte sense of 'thematiciV s*tc5 that one

coutd say that each of the elemen ts will, but, tien, Ann, surely, wouliln't, the best iila is

thematic (and I am claiming that this has not been demonstrated, oiiry asserted) this would still

not iustify g-.rpin-g-th-;; inio the.hierarchical constituent structure that Halliday gives'

Though Matthiessen-& fr4"rtin deny tfrat tre it tt*ti"g rtntl but thm and Ann sureJg unuliln't as

intermediate constituents, they do regard well but thenAnn surely *ogdn'l the best idea as one'

but they offer no ""ia";"" t.i r.rppJrt that analysis.--semanticaily' there is-no reason to think

that it acts as a single unit of meaning, -Jry"tj.tical.ly there is nottring further to be done with

it once one has got it (the relativ" o,ao_,or the allegedly thematic elements can be stated

without postulating a single Theme constituent)' i ttrve noted that both Halliday and

Matthiessen & Martfn dai; u."t rn"*" is marked by particres rather than order in japanese

and Tagalog, but these partide_s:ur.ely. do not attacfiio complex sequenges-Jike the alleged

Theme of (73). M;thid; & r'rartin'imfty oe q!t"q when they say (5I'2) that Hallidav's

Theme^Rheme structure 'is surely not bi;; lbut ...] has'been cmciai to nurnerous grammatical

interpretations of ";;; Unguages .ii." tt. original formulation, e'g' Schachter & Otanes

(1972)'. Schachter [Otur,", a"o n6t in fact mentioi Theme^Rheme structule' and their 'topic'

element does not cover anything comparable to Halliday's multiple Theme!12 curiously'

although they reject my criticism of Hal'liday's textuar constituer,t stnrctur€, they condude the

section on rank (sII.2) as follows: 'The problems arise when we rely too heavily-on constituenry

outside the functional domain where if is a reasonable model, i'e' outside the experiential

metafunction. The logical, interperson; ;a textual modes of expression are. different from

constituenry'. But that is precisely-O. p.i"i I made (for the textual and interpersonal

metafunctions): constituenry is not the apiropriate concept for the strings of elements that

Halliday labels Theme and Mood'

Whatweneedfromsysterrric.FunctionalGrammarinthiscontextisdiscussionofthekindsof
criteria and eviden"" lf,"t are relevant to determining whether some string is a cronstituent or

not. C-onsido - toi"* to the issue of hypotaxis - sudt examples as:

(74) i Kim gave Fred ihe keg
ii *Frd the kq Kim gave

iii 'What Kim gaae uns Fred the keY

(75) i ryoJ e ietiind that Fred lud salit the ittg would be line

ii n"i irrd hail 'yliit the ilay woulil be-fine no.4ne beliarcd

iii what no+ne betianit r*r"thtt rred lnd lJlid the ilay woulil be fine

A natural and standard explanation for the ungrammaticality of (74ii-iii) is that the string

Freit the key in (i) is not a constituent. But ti"llid"y's account of t75i) undermines this'

Extrapolating from his analysis of a morecoifret -uam, e in Figure zl (P' 195)' we can take his

stnrctLrre of (75i) to be a ̂  p ̂  
1 - *trich meaors ttrat tiut rrea tud *'id the day woulil be fine is

notaconst i tuent .Wecan. | thenat t r ibutetheungrammat ica l i tyof (74i i . i i i ) to t } renon-
constituency of. Freil thel<ey,because rh"il;Jfreaii that (7siiiiii s5oUa be ,ngrammatical

too.13 Here then there is syntactic evidence fori string to be a crcnstituent' whereas Halliday

does not give it constituent status; *;;;;iy i" tzsfnoe is no syntactic evidence for the
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onstituent status of uell but then Ann surelg unuldn't the bestrda, though Halliday does treatitas one' what principred basis ir th;; deciding constituency ?

{Snbject

Halliday's subject' like his Theme, has an expression aspect (subjectg) and a content aspect(subiectg). Thus when, with reference b^ru dt*e has gio^'or*y that tapot, Iusn,t he?, hetpeaks (p'75) of the itur,c (an expression) ", sruiuct, he meais i"uog but when he says, of rtuttapot the duke ca're to _gour aunt, didn't he? , ihat,the duke ir'suul*t, (p.v),he must meansubjects, since-the o{"_t ; p${ffi;ar9 3rso, p.ia;tn" wicar subject of an offer is thelpeaker, and that of a ommand is the p";n *irrg iadn"r*j,,- again, he must mean subject6,dne qpeaker and addresse at€ Perstr,s' not exprcssions). For someane on sornething to be subject6
tffr*"t 

they are 'held responsible for th;funcdo;g;r o-" "t".r* as an interactive event,

I criticized Halliday's account on two grounds. The first was that his expranation ofresponsibility rests ioo heavily "i .ii*;*d command* 
-rt 

i, perhaps easier to see thisprinciple of responsibiliry 
-in "'ptopoJ .., 

;ur,*e *," i"oft speci-ne, th; ; that is actua1yresponsible for realizing (i.e. in tirir *rg.fo., "-ryt";;;t) tfre offer ;; ;;;* d, (p.26).Examples are rlr oom tie.-gotr, ttt"iitnzy"tr -a 6r"i Jiriring, yolt over therc! (ammand).In sudr cases the onc€pt 'responsibre' 
.1qr9, its er*ialy "* -.g.n, e Macquarie Dictioturyentsy for responsihle: 'ani*erable 

o, ".*,-t ble, as f*;;thft within one,s power, crcntrot ormfiagernent'' But when we move roo- on"o *a*riil"aiiJ*r".*ts and questions, we rosecontact with this everyday sense of responsibility, *J-i""*iJirrgly wrote: ,this generalizationis very hard to follow: ii stretchei t}r"'*"*g1..r."op""riuilif far beyond its normar s€nse,.The objection is not terminologiJ; ;; li. *iitr"a t";*;iJi"-rs in new ways provided weexplain what the new sens€ is,-b.,t u,ris Hatia"y d;r;;lJ.-Co*iao the activepiassive pair
t76) i

ii
You issued the invitations
The inaitations uere issueil bg you

we are simply not told what it means to say that in (i) the addressee, and in (ii) the invitationsis the responsible element, the one on whom the varidity oi fi,. information is made to rest.unless this can be clarified *t" ".**il1;r*r- i;;i.*r* Bazenused in his criticism ofTheme): the only *"y.9f d:tetlilin; *ii.r, .r".*t r,", -.i"r reqponsibility, is to see whichone satisfies the syntactic criteria for Subjectg.

The secnnd ground for my objection concemed clauses where subjectp is nobodg, thqe orthe like.Noboilg moue, tor exampte, would be used as a c.mm;Jil surely does iiot fit Halliday,saclount wherebv 'the subject specifies the one that is ""t."rly-*ponsibre for ... canrring cut ...[ttreJcommand'. Nor can responsib'ity be *n**iry *riil"iii ,**u,.

Matthiessen & Martin's resPonse to thery criticisms is, to say the least, unhetpful. There are,firstly, two more misrep"ese"rtationl t p"r"i""r 
,^iil ;;*", of sII.3.2 they attribute to methe view that there is no more to the concpt or suuiect *r-an recogrition criteria sucS as ,verbagreement, case, and position in decrarative ya -inteliogJ;;;""ses,. They observe that I donot in fact say how I myself would characterize suuiJr-tiiJi, *,"o, for L I was reviewingHalliday's work I concemed myself *r*r.arr*lritig iiir-o-"cterization. If Matthiessen &Mafiin want to comlare the two-appr*"h*, th"t".h;;T*qr tate the ou"il., steps toasc€rtain what mine is, namely lmk ai -t.u""a: (-t68a, irdb;. _The approacrr to the definitionor explanation of grammatical categorio iaopt"a ,h*'-;;;whictr probably owes most to thework of ]ohn Lyons (beginning .Itrr rris-imfrortflr66;;;) _ is to examine them at twolevels, the language-pJtic.rta; ana *re general. At de i*g.r"g"-particular level we areconcerned with the grammatical criteria *hio aetermine Jn"t "rp"Lssions in the languageunder investigation belong to the ""lugory...Fo-l Engiist, position in declaratives andinte'ogatives' case' verb afreement, eic, pro"iae aisui&j.,re'properues of the subject at the
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language'part ictr larlevel.Atthegenerallevelweafeconc€rnedwithwhatiscommonto
categories across language --and this is very often a matter of their semantic basis' The

semantic properties-in.,r-ot'ed in the g;;i ;;i;ttt;r,.however, are a matter of the

ctraracteristic meaning of the grammaticalilil "t""r""t ty'.i"tt"ttces: they give the semantic

basis for the category, not its meaning. It is thus not tme to imply that I ignoie the 'functional

character of Subject' [Misrepresentationl 3]'

The second case of misrepresentation is in the earlier criticism of my method g1ory-ent (sI'S)'

I have already mentioned, in connection-;th th" relation between ttt"-" and topic' 6'ei'. daim

that I make a ,practice of glossing what rfalfiday s"yt Td qTarguing "!'Yt 94,o* 
glosses

rather than Halliday's original interpretation i iiscussiot of Subft iisaia t-o provide a second

instance of this, glossing 'responsibility' "s;ag*ti"ity" n"t it will be dear from the quotations

given above that t*; 
".ilg" 

il U."tl:li T;;t concerned with trying to figure out what

Hal l idaym@nsby,responsib i l i ty ' .Huiaayte l lsusthat th isconcapt iseasiest tograsprn
offers/commands, and I point out that in these cirs€s one can associate responsibility in the sense

of agentivity with tfre duU;ect; this "orioi-oi agentivity, it will be nbted' ties in with the

features of 'powet, control or manage-;;-; d't; Uacqia'ie definition of 'responsible' cited

above. But there isio serrse in whlch I g.; to argue,from my own gloss 'age-ntivity': my

argument is based oi-'Jiia"y-s own "tii.t"tir"tioi of the Subject in commands as the one

responsible for carrying out tf,. .o*-liJ, q""ttio"inq. h.o* itris is to be generalized to

statements/questions [Misrepresentttionf qtl'f'f-otice here 
"t]rat 

it is not iust me who is unable to

figure out what Halliday intends: *rnp"r"H.rdson [1986:7g&'gg)'who includes the account of

Subject as the responsible element "t"oij tf," -t"goties 'so vaguely defined that I crculd not

reliibly identify instances of them"

Matthiessen & Martin,s resPonse, howevet, makes no attemPt t9 cl.arifl.what-is meant by

'modal responsibility': they prefer.ttt"Pl;Ig ?;+ qt:J crcnfusing it with agentivity' They

begin their SII.3.2 #tf, ,"',r6n questionsiri',roiting the -subject and Mood elements: 'Why is the

combination of subject + Finite used to realise 'nid '"t"ttions?' "" why is subject related to the

selection of polarity the way it is?' They teitus that Halliday'move[s] in on Subject in spoken

dialogue in terms oi rfr" interpersonaf-rnut6.tt.tion: subject-statui is interpreted in terms of

modal responsibility,. They assert ,Haliiday's interpretation of subiect does in fact fact Put trs

in a position to accoirnt fo, q.r"sti.,r,t TF *'tt o," liited above' - att-d then tum to another iszue!

They do not even begin to Jhow how HJfia"yt-'it terPretation' accrcunts for their questions' and

indeed for the last question they Ao "ot """i't *y *ft"t the phenomenon to be explained is -

what is the relation between subject ana poiatity. seleciion that is explained by modal

responsibility? There is no argument, no demonstrition, no explanation here: simply a bald

assertion that Halliday's new "ppro".f, "*iiu' t" to provide an explanation' Matthiessen &

Martin haven,t answered my questions and oblections conceming the notion of ,responsibiliry,:

they have simply put them aside. ena tney do not e'ne" titttion the questions I raised

urceming the C-onplenent fu nction'

5. Grammaticalization

$4ofmyreviewdealtwithvariousareaswherelcontendedthatHall iday.sandysisisbased
on semantic *rrria"r"tiorrs rather ,ntl gt-qagical gnes, contrary to the principles that he set

out on p.)o(. I b;;il; *itrr t"_id;tional functions in clause stnrchrre and dren tumed to

various issues in tf,e verbal o.oup. Here iwill Feverse the order, beginning with thrce issues in

the verbal gloup: the analysis of knoi how to spell as a verbal gouP crmplex' that of have to

as a modal oPerator and the status of willas a future tense oPerator'l4 These issues' in my view'

are particul"rfy j"--*t, and ift.rstrai" ""ty tttifingly the grammatical complications that

arise as a resutt of Halliday's semantiJl'-atl:i +ni&Or It seems best to start with these'

then: if we cannot clarify our respecfi;'positionsietative to these relatively straightforward

case, there is not much Oi"." of our doing b in regard to the more complex ones'
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5,1 l&owhow to do as averbal group complex

IFG analyses docn't 
!n9y how lto speJl as a verbal group complex of stnrcture a^B (p. 15g). I

pointed ryt (P. 172) that its stmcture is not provideJforin tne'section on the.rerbaigroup, and
suggested that since there is no reason to single outhow from the other interrogative words, we
will need verbal group crcmplexes l:Il.e diitn'l kno, uhat lb do, diiln't t "oi r*ill1olum to, eK.,with the result that a great deal of our clause analysis will have to be duplicated in our account
of verbal gro{.tp or verbal grcup cnplex structue.

Matthiessen & Martin respond by claiming that there are indeed grounds for singling out how
fiom the other interr!8aliye. woids. They note 'that how does not exclude a sfecificauon of
manner in the dause in whidr the verbal group cromplex occu$r', so that it differs from the others
I--n9l lllilg 

'a participant or circtrmstantiit rote in the transitivity structure of the clause,(SII.4.2 (iiixb)). This difference is illustrated in

(n i He iliiln't know how to tgpe
n He diiln't know how to tgpe with ftoo hands

(78) i He iliiln't know trtro to aik
ii *He diiln't know ulto to ask Henry

But this difference between how and who, etc., does not provide any argument for assigning to(77i) and (78i) the different analyses they are proposing:- it has notiring-whatsoever to do with
tlrcknow WH to crcnstruction. Compare, ior erimpte: 

-

(79) i How ilo you type (with two hanits)?
ii Who iliil you ask (*Hnry)?

{80) i I don't know how you We (with tuto hanits)
ii I don't know ulto gou asked fHnry)

(81) i the problem of how to trye (with tio hanits)
ii the problem of who to ask fHmry)

(82) i Noone had shown how to type (with two hands)
ii Noone hail shown who to isk innry)

(The last pair is based o-n Halliday's No+ne had shown how to do it, analysed (p. Zl7) as adause-complex, presumably with no-one had shown ata,hul to ito itat B.) we fint exactly the
same difference between how and who hlu.e, L:t thg.. jl no suggestion tt"i we should make any
comparable difference in stmcture between (i) and (ii) in these pairs. The difference is going to
need to be dealt with in our account of the individual interrogative words, but once we have done
this it will cater for all the above data, without any need t6 assign different stnrctures to (77i)
and (78i). One can't argue for different structures for (77i) and (zii) by pointing out a difference
between how and n*ro without showing how the proposedstnrctures enable us to accrcunt for the
difference' Matthiessen & Martin don't attempi todo this and the reason O"y ao",t is surely
that the difference between the proposed structures plays no role in acrounting iorpr" difference
between how and who.

Matthiessen & Martin go on to say tl:urt'knout \on, to lo is part of a verbal goup pandigm thatindudes @n ilo, be able.to do, larn to ilo, fail to do, md so oir', whereas ttrerl arti no cnmparable
paradigms involving know uhat to do, etc. My point is that the similarity between know how to
do and can do, etc., is semantic rather than grammatical, and that grouping tfrem togetfre,
significantly complicates the grammar. ln the first place we need to aJd some"ad hoc stnrcture
for the verbal $rcup knout how: I pointed out that trre rrC section on verbal group stnrcture does
not cater for it, and Mafthiessen & Martin conspictrously fail to fill tfrai gai. Semndly, it
requires that we impose a no less ad hoc constraint on the suucttre of [z8i). pieiunably this is a
hlpotactic dause complex with he ilidn't know as a and uho toask as p. Tire B clause dlpendent
on a kroat<lause at a can be a finite or non-finite interrogative clause, but if it is non-finite we
have to stipulate that the intenogative element cannoibe how in Adiunct function. What
possible explanation could there be for such a conshaint? What reason is there to exctude how tn
this construction but not in (79)-(U)? Matthiessen & Martin are extracting an item from a
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paradigm where it dearly belongs on grammatical grounds to place it in another to which its

lffi"itiE are merely *ttr^ti.. Is-it juslknou that takes ftoar in its verbal gouP in this way, or

does the same analytii "ppfy to any of the following: leara, temember, ask, wonde4 etc? And

what criteria, other'than iilpttrase, can one bring to bear in making the decision?

5.2 Have to as a modal oP€rator

IFG,s Finite element is filled by a finite verbal operator whictr is either temporal (expressing

primary tense) or modal (p. Z5). The modal operaiots, whictr are classified as'low', 'median' or
;high' are listed (ibid.) as follows:

A REI

tlrere
iustil
actol
grou
othe
knot
belo
8em

L€t
hav
hav
198

I

(S3) i @n,nuy, could, might
ii will, unuld, shoulil, is to, uns to

iii must, ought to, need,lus to,lud to

Iow]
[median]
lhiehl

On p. 238 the same items - save, unaccountably, for the omission of neeil, r's to and was to -

"ppfu "g"i", classified now as non-sequent or sequent. Sequent forms occur 'following a past

pi|i*tioi ... such asthq *iit' (p.179).'Here had io is given as the sequent counterPart of both

,zust and lus toi it is the-only one *tricn appears only in the sequent cotgm1 Gould, would, etc',

appearing in both columns). on P. 336 Halliday refers._to the 'full list' of modal auxiliaries,

citing them as: can, coulil,'r*y, iigttt; slull, should, wiII, wouli!; must, neeil, ought to' is to'

has to. The absence of hait to firrm this list is presumably due to its being substrmed under has to,

of whictr it is the sequent form; and it is a reasonable inference from the omission of uns lo that

this too is regarded is onty a sequent form, crorresponding to-non-sequent is to' [The indusion of

shcfl in the iutt list but tot in (b3), however, suggests that its omission from the latter was an

error.) We should note that the term 'modal auxiliaries' here is apparently a mistake for
,modal operators'. Operators ale always finite, whereas the account of verbal group structure

g""" onip. 771:-.726 implies that auxiliaries are always non-finite - S€€, for example, Figue G

15, where modal could'preedes the Auxiliaryl position: in what follows I shall distinguish

operator and auxiliary in this way.

The inclusion of has to among the modal operators is disctrssed on p. _258. Halliday says that has

to do was originally two ver[al grouPs, but nas 'evolved' into a single one with has to a modal

operator - ""a the same ".cor.t is given for rs to do (p.757)' He does not, however' present any

".,.rid"r.r." for the claim that there has-been such an evolution, such a reanalysis. And he does not

mention that haue to has the full range of inflectional forms, unlike the other modal oPerators

in (83). This raises the question of how Halliday would analyse sudt examples as:

I c
stt
op
de
d(

(84) i
ii

may haue to do, will haae to ilo, is having to do, has had to ilo

nai to do [non-sequent, as in In those ilays tn had to ilo our outn unshingl

Halliday cannot be unaware of the existence of sudr forms as these, and it is completely baffling

that he fails to mention them when they present suctr obvious and major problems for his

analysis.

There would seern to be two possible analyses wi*fn his framework. On the one hand, he might

,"i tft"t haue to is a modal *h"tuvo its inflectional form. As sudt, it would have to be both a

;JJ operator ana amoaa auxiliary - but it would be the only itern belonging to both sets, and

the inclusion of it as an auxiliary wiil greatly complicate the systems and stnrcture of the verbal

'.oup. The systems will have to attow for more than one modality selection, a1d the possibility

&-"i"-pt"s like Stuilents have alunys hail to have completeil three years o! pass leuel wo*

i4ir, ^)AHng for honours shows thai the number of tense selections will increase too; the

structufes will have to allow for the aPPear:mc€ of a modal Auxiliary at a wide range of

positions. What possible compensation could there be for this complication of the grammar?

The alternative is to say that the expressions in (8a) are all sequences of two.verbal grouPs'

hypotactically retated , like nug try to ilo, wilt try to ilo, etc' The trouble with this is that
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0rere is no erplanation as to why hlrrs to ilo is treated differently from (84): what grammatical
Justification can there be for analysing it differently from the rest of its paradigm? On this
actount we will have a lexical verb haue (the to will now belong in the dependent verbal
gouP)- and it will be the only lexical verb in the language whidr has all inflectional forms
other than the present tense. This analysis resembles that adopted by Matthiessen & Martin for
btow how to, as discttssed in 55.1 above: llrrs to is extracted from the paradigm to which it
belongs grammatically and is placed in a paradigm with must,to whictr its resemblance is
lemantic rather than grammatical.

l,et us onsider the grammatical properties of the dear modal operators. In the first place they
have certain properties conunon to both temporal and modal operators, including those that
have been referred to acronymically as the NICE properties (Huddleston 1976:33$334, Palmer
1986:25,9G91):

(85) Operators ocrur without'do-support' in
i Negatives (She coulil not ilo it: d. She iliiln't want to ilo it)

ii Intenogatives (Coulil she ilo it?: d. Did she want to do it?)
i i i Code [ellipsis] (I auW ilo it anil *e could _ too: d. I unnteil to ilo it

and she ilid _ too)
iv Emphasis (She COULD ilo it: d.*re DID want to ilo itl

I do not myself believe that these properties justify assigning the NICE verbs to a distinct
ttructural position (for reasons argued in the above paper), but as Halliday does have a distinct
oPerator position one would expect that these properties would play a significant role in
determining the membership of the operator dass. A seoond set of properties distinguish the
dear modal operators from the non-modal (temporal) operators be,have:

(86) i The modal operators have only tensed forms no base form, no present or past
part ic iple;

ii They are paradigmatically contrastive and cannot combine syntagmatically
(other than in coordination): She must swim, She can swim, *She must can swim;

i i i They show no person-number agreement with the zubject;
iv One of these verbs is required in the main dause of an unreal (remote) conditional

constmction

This last property is illustrated in

(87) i ry Ed comes tomorrow, we can play tannis [Real/Open]
ii A Ed comes tomorrou), we are playing tennis lReal/Open]

(88) i A Ed came tomorrow, we coulil play tmnis [Unreal/Remote]
ii 'U Ed cane tomofto?p, ute urere playing tmnis lUnreal/Remote]

C-onsider now haue to with respect to these properties. It differs from the operators widr respect
to (85) in that for most speakers the constmction with do is at least possible, and for many the
preferred or only possible form. As for (86), hauc to differs categorically hom the genuine modal
operators. (84i) shows that it lacks properties (86i-ii); the contrast between She lus to do it
md Thq luu to do it illustrates the lack of property (iii); and the ungrammaticality ot'Il he
broug-ht his familg with him tomorrow, we luil to have a barbecue shows that it lacks property
( iv).15

I mentioned in my review (p.772) the problem that is created for IFG's treatrnent of. has to: I
have presented the argument again here at somewhat gteater length because Matthiessen &
Martin's resPons€ simply makes no contact with it. They see the difference between my
approadt and IFG's as a question of 'whether our interpretation is morphological (from below, in
terms of the rank scale) or syntactic (from above) (SIL4.2 (ii))'. They continue: 'If we approach
the modals from above, we can see paradigms such as canlcould; islamlarelwaslwerelabte
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tollbelbenlbeing able fo and can suddenly looks like haue to', and they tabulate the forms
under finite and non-finite headings, essentially as in:

(89) Finite (finite)

harx to, has to, hail to

an, coulil
are able to, is able to, am able to,
uns able to, uEre able to

in Predicator (non-finite)

have to, hauing to, had to

be able to, being eble to, ben
able to

There are two points to be made here. The first concems the distinction between morphological
and syntactic criteria, which needs to be clarified. It goes back to the original Scale.and-
Category days (Halliday 1961:267-262), where it arose in cpnnection with Halliday's view that'a dass is NoT a grouping of members of a given writ whidr are alike in their own stmcture. In
other words, by reference to the rank scale, CL.ASSES are derived "from aboveo (or "downwards")
and not "from below" (or "upwards")'. He then goes on to say that as the traditional word-based
distinction between morpholory and syntax has no theoretical validity the terms 'morphology'

and 'syntat' can be adapted to 'refer to direction on the rank scale', with upward analysis being
morphological and downward analysis syntactic. This redefinition of syntax and morphology is
reasonable enough in a theory that denies special status to the word, but it is then important
that the terms strould be used rigorously as redefined. But there is no sudr rigow in Matthiessen
& Martin's appeal to the morphology-syntax distinction: it is not tnre that the grammatical
differences between has to andmust are morphologinal, a matter of their own internal stmcture.
Of the eight properties mentioned above in (85) and (86), only two -(86i and iii) - are
morphological: the remahing six are syntactic. Matthiessen & Martin are quite improperly
invoking the syntax-morphology distinction to dismiss without argument a whole range of
phenomena that provide evidence against their analysis. And it should be emphasized that
there is no reason to accept that the two morphological properties are irrelevant: the
description of the phenomena in question will be simpler if it can be made in terms of a category
(tiamely nrodal operator) that has been syntactically established than if it has to be made in
terms of some new ad hoccategory.

The second point is that in their tabulation of the finite and non-finite forms Matthiessen &
Martin have not arranged them systematically: the finite forms are iu"anged one below
another, each on a separate line, whereas the non-finite ones are placed one after another on just
two lines. The result is that be able lo, etc., are misleadingly aligned with can. I have removed
this incrnsistency from my own tabulation in (89). And what emerges from this more systematic
arrangement is not, as Matthiessen & Martin are claiming, that 'can suddenly looks like lpae
to',for car has no non-finite forms (d. (86i)): what looks likehaue toisbe able to. But this
provides no support at all for the IFG analysis, for neither &e (as it appears here) nor be able to
is analysed by Halliday as a modal operator like has to. Is able to do is not a verbal group but a
verbal goup complex (see Table 7(78),p.258): Matthiessen & Martin's tabulation:ugues for the
same treatrnent of has to do, contrary to Halliday's analysis. Far from answering my objection to
IFG, their brief discussion supports it: their morphologicat-syntactic distinction has no bearing
on the issue at all. Indeed they present (89) - whidr relates to my (86i) - as a syntactic rather
than morphologicat matter. They have failed to see that Halliday's analysis of has to as a
modal operator caters only for the finite forms (and even then not for (&lii)), and have failed to
take note of the points I made in the review conceming the grammatical differenes between has
to andmust.

isWill as tense and modal operator

IFG has artll belonging to both the temporal and the modal operators (p.75). As a temporal
oPerator it marks the primary tense future; as a modal operator it expresses one or other of two
types of modality, either 'modalization' (covering probability or usuality) or 'modulation'
(more specifically, indination). Examples (pp. 183, 33S336) are as follows:
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(e0) i
ii

l l t

iv

She will aniae tomonow
Mary will probablg know
It will usually work
Iohn wiII take gou home

Temporal: future
Modal: modalization: probability
Modal: modalization: usualitv
Modal: modulation: inclination

I argued against this analysis on the grounds that wiu belongs grammatically with the modals,and that.the separatign of temporaifrom modal will is niotivated by semantic factors, notgrammatical ones. My position is that gstpt does not gramrnaticalize futurity in a futuretense' ,Invoking the distinction between thE hnguage-parfr'arlar and general levlls dirtrssedtb."q, I would say that a general definition or ruturJteirse is that it is a grammatically distinctve6al constnrction whose characteristic use is to express futtre time Engfsh has nofuture tensehcause there is nothing satisfying this ondition oi gr"t"-"ti"a airtir,Oveness.

Matthiessen & Martin-di:rylp 9f argument that adlt belongs grammaticauy with the modalsas'morphological' (SII'4.2.(jl)j 
Ftt ii a quite pylid *tpo.Ir".-rrrere arre two comptementarygrcunds for saying thal uril, belongs gruiunatically with the -oaar. The first is that it sharesds htP- th9 RroPerties_listed i" ig5) above tre aistinction that IFG makes between tutureand modal wiII is not reflecteg T -y differenoe wi*r respect to Btes€ properties. [g6ii and iv)arc syntactic, not morphological; and, as noted above, in the aisirsiion of iave fo, thedescription of (i) and (iii) will also be simpler if we can state them in terms of the "yr,t""ti" "t"r,modal operator: it is an advantage if oy-r syntactic and morphologicat categories ,nlt.n. And asI have pointed out, in co-nnection with (8sij, in their discussion of have to Matthiessen & Martin

?-t-tfnt the paradigmatic relation between finite and non-finite forms as a factor retevant to aSYNTACTI C interpretation.

The.cnmplementary reason for putting a.'ilt with the modals is that it is very different from the
Tt*P: of tense {primary tense, in /Fb's terms). The morprrorogical aspect'of this is of qrurse
that it is an- analytic marker, not an inflectional o"", uit-ii ir *ru ,ynt"ai" "rpu"t that isimportant: far from being in paradigmatic crcntrast *itt, ttr" past and present tense markers,will can combine syntagmaticaily with either. compare, i"iiiirry,

(e1) i
i i

(e2) i
i i

(e3) i
ii

{e4) i
ii

Kim was able to swim uhen she uns three
Kim is able to swim now

{-ty *t"'t willing to help us yuterilay
Kim isn't willing to help us now
Kim could swim when she was three
Kim can swim now
Kim wouldn't help us gesterilag
Kim won't help us now

I take it as unoontroversial that (91)-(92) extribit a qontrast between past tense (i) ana presenttense (ii). The relationship between (i) and (ii) is exactly the same in (93)-(%), and one wouldneed very lhng argurnents, therefore, for not treating them as exhibiting til ;;;se conrrast- especially in what Mafthiessen & Martin acknowledge to be a;semattti&y gramm.u.Inexplicably, however, rFG treats the modal and tense opJ"tors as mutually exclusive, so thatno provision is made for (93)-(%) to differ in ten1. Altirough I querieJ thi i";y review (p.171), Matthiessen & Martin have chosen not to-take_i1.,p, ii is, nevertheless, essential to anycomprehensive consideration of the status of wilt.lrG's'failure to mmtion examples like t93)-(94) was the kind of thing I had in mind when lgscribing its coverage as ,guite selective anduneven' (p' 137), a remark whidr Matthiessen & Martin .6nae-tt as 'unproductivety negative,($.5); it is inevitable that any acq)unt of English grarnmar the length & rci *iii narre to Uevery selective, and the remark was not iniended as a specificaTty negati"" 
-our"*ation.

Nevertheless, in the Present Gcntext it does seem to me thai the imbalani b"t*"* the verybrief account of tense and the quite detailed disctrssion of modality is a significant *eakness,given the intimate connection between them. It is not possible to evaluate uuia"y's analysisof will properly without considering the relation betwe; tense and *.d"iii:
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Broadly speaking, we czrn distinguish three uses of the past tense in English, which I shall dub
'past time', 'backshifted present' and 'factual remoteness', illustrated respectively in:

(95) i They to*. both cnrs gesterdag
ii IShe said| she took him seriously

iii llt'd be better) if she tod. no notice ol them

Notice that the backshifted present use is found not only when the past tens€ of the 'projecting'

verb has the past time use, as in (95ii), but also when it has the fachral lemoteness use, as in I/I
thought she t&. him seriouslg I would *tare your concern, but I am sure she d*sn't; here there
is no past time associated with the taking, and it is therefore dear that the backshifted present
use oould not be subsumed under the past time use. (Halliday doesn't analyse the took of (ii) as a
past tense form: he analyses it as a present tense form in a different tense systern, the sequent one
- this is implicit in IFG but explicit in, for example, Halliday (1976a:130). There is, however,
no vert lexeme where we find any morphological differmce, and henca I shall ontinue to refer to
it as a use of the past tense, rather than a different form.) For verbs other than the modals, the
fachral refiioteness use is restricted to subordinate dauses, and since the backshifted Pr€sent use
is likewise restricted to certain crcntexts it is dear that the past time use rePresents the primary
or basic use. That of crcurse is why we call this category 'past tense'- if (iii) represented the
basic use, we would call it a mood.

We find the same three uses for could andwoulil:

(%) i U asked her to help melbut she couliln'tlwouldn't [Past time]
ii lshe saidj she couldlwould help me [Backshifted present]

iii llt'il be g@dJif she coulillwould help me [Factualremoteness]

The modals differ from other verbs, however, in two respects. The past time use is mudr less
@runon, and not found with all members of the class or with all s€nses. For example, might is
now virtually restricted to uses (ii) and (iii), and while the would of indination' has a Past
time use, that of 'probability' (to use IFG's labels, for crcnvenience) does not. Conversely, the
factual remoteness use is not restricted to zubordinate dauses, and is thus mudr more @nunon than
with other verbs. Factual rernoteness is a modal rather than a temporal concePt, and hence it is
not unnatural that this use should be more c\f,runon with verb lexemes whose lexical meaning
involves modality. But these differences in the relative frequencies of the three uses and in
contextual restrictions on them would not iustify our saying that the inflectional categories for
the modals are distinct from those of other verbs. This would lead to a loss of generalization in
the statement of the rules for backshifting, and also of those requiring a form with the factual
remoteness sense:

I wishllt's time he knantl*knows how to do it
I wishllt's time he coulilfun ilo it
It'il be better il he knew how to ilo it himsell
It'd be better il he could ilo it himsell

I,tr'ish and it's tintc require a past tense in the complement: if could is not analysed as a Past tens€
this rule will not be stateable in its proper generality. And the same holds for the rule that the
operator in the protasis of an trnreal/remote conditional must be a Past tense.

This discussion of past tense has been nec€ssary to provide a solid basis for my daim that will
does not contrast with the tense markers but can combine syntagmatically with either. In this
rtespect, as well as in respect of the properties in (86), it belongs with the modals. And there is no
more justification hom this matter of the oombination with past and present tense than there is
from the properties of (86), for singling out a futurity arill distinct from modal adll.

This, as I see it, is the essence of the GRAMMATICAL argument against accepting will as a future
tense marker: it belongs grammatically with the modal operators (with whidt it is mutually
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exdusive), not with the. tense markers (with either of which it can combine). This argument
cannot h dismissed as simpty ,morphological,.

In the case of will, however, we do not find the oonllict between grammar and semantics that we
noted for have to.Fotwilt belongs with the other modals nolonty grammatically, but alsosountically: it expresses -S"l meaning. The difference in meani"g 6tue"n a simpte present
tense form and urill + base form is not one of time, but of modality. Consider the following
examples:

That is the plumber
That will be the plumber
Australia meets Sweden in the Dauis Cup fitul in Decmfuer
Australia will meet sweilen in the Dn,ui; cup fitut in December

In (99), spoken in response to a knock at the door, the time is present and the difference inmeaning between (i) and (ii) is unoontroversially a modal ons rFb analyses (i) as wrmodalized
Present tense, (ii) as modalized (and tenselessj. In (100) the time is fu-ture a'a g," differencebeJween (i) ana (ii) is still a matter of modalifu. (ii is tte"e again epistemically stronger ttran
[ii): to invoke a concePt from Lyons (7977:N8), one needs finn& evidence to p"6Jou ,epistemic
warrant' for it than isthe case with (ii). The normal crrntext for (i) is one where the semi-finalshave already been played 

-lJrd won by Australia and Sweden: it has thus already beendetermined that they should meet in ihe final ana ii""n that the final has already beensdteduled for December the speaker can present thJr future meeting without any modalqualification. -By the standards applying in'ordinary rp*o 1as opposed to those applying in
9tj:!-".ln.'. philosophy)-the speakel can- present it'as'someti\ing itrat is effeJivety known.(100ii), however, could be said either after or before the semi-finals: in the latter case, thespeaker is PREDICTING the outcome of the semi-finals. Given that there is no difference inSENTENCE meaning depending on whether it is uttered before or after the semi-finals, thesentence meaning of (ii) must be epistemically weaker than that of (i), and hence the differencein meaning between (ii) and (i) must be a modal one - as it is in (99). rFG makes a sharpdistinction between (100ii), unmodalized future, and (99ii), modalized iensetess; buiit mares nogarnmatical distinction at all between (100i) and (99i), uo*r Ueing unmodalized present tens€. Itthus treats the difference between (i) and (ii) in (b) ". orr" of modality, but that in (100) as oneof tense. If Matthiessen & Martin wish to defend tlre rFG analysis, they need to justify the wayit handles the relationships within the four examples of (99)-(ioo).

There are, it seems to me, two factors which may underlie rFG's failure to handle the contrasts in(99) and (too] !n parallel ways. one is the treatrnent of modal wiu asurpr"rrin! the MEDIANvalue of modality 1-that expressed also by the modal adverb probably,'in *nti"rt to the lowvalue of mag or possibly and the high value of must md certainly. I argued against this in myreviglv (p. tzt; see also Huddleston 1979:33*3% for fuller disctrssion). Evidence that uill issigruficantly stronger th.an probably is seen in the contrast between Tlut,s probably the plumbt,though I trug be wrong (perfectly normal) and rlut'll be the plumber, tttiugh i'iy be wrong
{unacceptable because P-rfgrytically inconsistent;.16 often the evidenoe one has when usingurill is only sudr as would, #ctl speak\g, ls{fy probably, but the same tenderrqy to use anepistemically stronger erpression than one has strid warant-ior is founa Aso .itf, ,irrt. U I sayEd must luve ouerslept on the basis of his failure to turn up for an early ,*a*-.,o..s, I amignoring a host of other possible erplanations for his trot -"pp"-*ce. And in examples like

(101) Btl, is John's fathn enil lohn k ron's father, so Biil wiII be Tom,s granitfather

the epistemic wanant is such as to make a reformulation with probablg quite absurd. As palmer
(,198s:62) puts it, 'wiII often seerns, l:/l.e must, to indicate that the ;udleirent is uasea on known
fa9ts,-an{ in partictrlar, on what is usually ft...*T, T h lThey'it ti on holiitag at-the moment!.It is for this reason that it is not equivalent to "probablen' 

i.f. i* lakoff 1-976:g;10). The labetPalmer suggests for it is 'Assumprive'. (,Assumottlgli: a category of epistemic modality, and Ishall henceforth refer to the will of (99ii) ana (101) as epTstemic will - or rather, more
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specificalty, as 'nanowly epistemic' uill, because I believe that future uill is dso epistemic, in

a broaaer sense of that term, as suggested by Palmer (79$:2a21in the quotation given below.)

The second factor is that we inevitably know less about the futtue than we do about the present

or the past, and that our epistemic warrant for assertions about future situations will mudt more
often iatt short of what would justify an unmodalized assertion. This accounts for the high
correlation between futurity and will. But it does not follow that will means 'futurity": we can

use ultl to express 'assumptive' epistemic modality, to make predictions, about any of the three
time spheres, and we can - when the evidence warrants it, as in (100i) - make assertions about
the future without ufll. Compare again Palmer, continuing after introducing his term
'Assumptive':'Wiil is also used to refer to future time. This is not particularly surprising: the

future ii not fully known, but it is a reasonable assumption that it will ensue'. Unmodalized
assertions about the future, like (100i), are pragmatically highly conshained in English. This is

why it would, for example, be pragmatically anomalous (given standard assumptions about

Davis Cup tennis) to substitute beats f.or meets in this example - and again the fact that the
substihrtion of will beat tor will meet would be perfectly acceptable in (ii) is evidence against
analysing the urill-forms as expressing unmodalized futurity. Furttrer evidence for the view

that tFGb future tense operator wilt is semantically modal will emerge in our disctrssion of
aertain subordinate onstnrctions below.

Although will is semantically modal, there is a sense in whidr it can be regarded as the most
neutral of the modal operators, the one that introduces the least, or the least specific,
qualification. This is reflected in the fact that it is, as it were, the 'default' modal with respect
to the requirement that the main clause of an unreal conditional crrnstnrction contain a modal (d.
(85iv))- aomp:ue
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(102) i
i i

i i i
iv

If the twins are here, they are downstairs
Il the tutins are here, they will be downstairs
*II the twins were here, theg were iloutnstairs
Il the twins uxre here, they would be downstairs

(ii) has (iv) as its unreal counterpart, whereas (i) has no immediate unreal counterPart, with
(iii) being ungrammatical by virtue of (86iv). The meaning difference between (i) and (ii) is,
however, quite slight, and hence the unreal counterpart of the latter can be used to fill the gaP

resulting from the ungrammaticality of (iii). The examples in (102) involve Present time; a

comparable set involving future time is:

(103) i If you ilon't get here on time tomonow, You lose your iob
ii Il gou don't get here on time tomonow, you utill lose your iob

iii *If you ilidn't get here on time tomorrow, you lost your iob
iv Il you ilidn't get here on time tomorrout, you woulil lwe your iob

Again there is not a great deal of difference between (i) and (ii), but such as it is, it is dearly
mbdat: the threat in (i) is somewhat more forceful, presenting the sacking as inevitable, as

something that has already been determined. We have noted that there are pragmatic

constraints on the use of an unmodalized present tense for a future situation, and in many cases

only (ii) and (iv) will satisfy both pragmatic and grammatical constraints.

Let us tum now to Matthiessen & Martin's defence of IFG's treatsnent of will Their initial point

is that 'alarge part of the problem is that Huddleston only seems to ac€ePt the view from

below - frqn morpholory - and not the view frqn above - from the grammar of the gro.rps'. I
have atready argued that this is completely without foundation: the argument given originally
and developed further above, draws on morphology, syntax and sernantics/pragmatics. It cannot

be dismissed by a stroke of the pen in that way.

Matthiessen & Martin go on to 'mention' four 'grammatical arguments' in favour of the IFG

distinction between future tense uill and modal urill. The first is merely an allusion to

typological differences between languages. It needs to be developed mudr more carefully before
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ll:fL:.-!cally evaluated: at thil stage I would merely express my agreement with palmer
11983:243), who - while endorsing the vaiue of ccmpariniirr,i*"t languages (muctr of his workin the last few years hry -u"gn in this arca) - writes: 'BuII would suggest that it is unhelpful toAssuME [my emphasis] that languages have future tenses. That assumption may obsct'eimportant typological features, tr6t tlrt that reference to the future, in a whole variety oflanguages, is treated very di{ferently from tf*TT to th";; and present, and is often closelyrclated not to tens€ systems, but to systems or.oa"rity (; i;; 1977g16),.

Matthiessen & Martin's argument (b) is that there are distributional differences between modaland futule azll, zudr *rat-lb.r and large, future urrTl does not ocrlr in dependent dauses provid.ingloqical or temPoral onditibning ...-b,.rt modal witt i rtitl q"rt" unrestricted,. There are threepoints to make about this argummt. The first is that thd modal z4'll whose occurrence inottditional dauses is 'tuuestri-cted' is the one expressing ,modulation,, not ,modalization,: thewill of modalization is -iust as much sublect to (hon<atfooricat') restrictions here as is that ofqly"ty' contrary to the way Matthiessen a Martin present it, therefore, the distributionaldifference is not between tgmporal and modal arill, uut Gtween the uilr of modulation(indination) and the- rest.-, Moreover, the restrictions on the latter apply also to the othermodals of modalization: 
..f i!.*a.y1ir, if it must rain and *re iite are just as unlikely (thoughnot of crcurse ungrammSlt-."t1 a{;7 it ,itt *in. Irir poi"t is maae by palmer (1gg3:242), whofollows it up with the following 

-observation: 
'I havl no doubt that willlshall is modal (andperhaps epistemically modar, in a wider ryn1 of "epistemicn), rike ̂ iy ia iirr. It is nocpincidence-that English uses what is morphologicalti;;;yr,,""ti""Iy a modal verb as onedevice to refer to the future, but essentialry to a ,modarn future,.

The second point relates to the fact that the restriction on future wiu in conditionals is notcategorical' Matthiessen & Martin acknowtedge this, as we have seen, and refer the reader toclose (1980) for examples and disctrssion. ThJfact that will is sometimes found in cnnditionalsraises the issue of whlt the difference in meaning is between the conditionat with and withouturill. Consider the following pairs:

(104) i

l l

If the slick will come as lar as stawnger, {then of course I must take precautions
on a massiue scalel
If the slick comes as far as stawnger, fhundreds of mites of our cmstrine will bespoilt)
If claude will be here tomonow, lthere's no need to caII him nowl
If claude is here tomorrow, [we can ask uhat he thinks about it)

(10s) i
ii

(The first three examples are from close.) what is the difference in meaning between theconditional clauses tl 
=d ga5? clearly, it is not a matter of the TIME of the oil slick coming asfar as Stavanger or of Claude being here. The differen.u ir, i"tt *, a matter of MoDAUTy: in (i)we iue' as close puts it, concemed with predictability. In [10ai) the speaker (a Norwegianminister) is talking about the need to -take pr*".rtiorr" buro." the arrival of the slick instavanger: there is a need to do this if the occurren"" oi th"t event is of 

-the 
degree ofprobability expressed. by will, i.e.if it is predictable; atraogo,sty in {tosi). close,s onclusion isthat the distinction between a future tonditionai wi*r Ld without wiil is that the formerinvgl.ves.'assumed prcdictabilib/, the lafter ,assumed future actuality, _ and that the assumedpredictability oovers both volitional (rFc's modulation) and non-voiitior,at (rFG;; r,r*" tense)6".t:. Thus- although close does work with a future tense for E"glisL,-hi, d-iLssion ofconditionals brings the modulation and futule tense uses of will togethl *i"*tr&ry, as botherypressing the modal ocncept of predictability.

The third point is that taking will as a future tense marker makes no contribution to erplainingwhy this will is relatively rare in conditional clauses: wiy should the future behave sodifferently from the pres€nt€nd past? If, however, *t" ar." iils expressing epistemic modalitythe distributional facts can be explained by reference to the distinaion Lyons draws betweensubjective and objective epistemiC modality (1977:797-79g). One of the "r*lpfu, f,yons uses toillustrate the distinction is
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(7061 Alfred mag be unmarried

ln the subjective interpretation, 'the speaker may be understood as subiectively qualifying his

oommitmsrt to tre posliUitity of Alfred's being unmarried in terms of his own uncetainty' - and
in this interpretation it would be natural for the speaker to add but I ilottbt ft or the like. Lyons
goes on to sketch a scenario where 'the possibility of Alfoed's being unmarried is presentable ...

as an obFctive fact': there is 'a crcmrnunity of ninety peopte; qre of thern is Alfred; and we lnow

that thirty of these people are unmarried, without however knowing which of them are
wrmarried and whidt of them are not'.

As Lyons subsequently observes (192:80F806), zubirtive epistemic modaliry is exduded from
conditional dauses because it is not part of the propositional contenh 'everything that comes
within the scope of the conditional operator l'if p, then q") must be part of the propositional
@ntent'. Lyons has changed his example at this stage, but we can aPPly what he says to (106) as
well. In ihe subjective interpretation, it might be followed by (107i), in the objective
interpretation by (107ii):

(107) i A he is, we aulil invite him along too
ii If he nuy be unnurried, let's add his name to our nuiling list

In the first case, the may does not contribute to the propositional crcntent but expresses the
speaker's qualification to the proposition 'Alfred is unmarried"; in the conditional constnrction
ttris propoiition is not asserted and hence that qualification would be out of place. ln the second
case, ttre possibility is part of the propositional content and hence the may is retained in the
conditional. (107ii) might be said by someone running an introduction agency: if there exists a
possibility that Alfred is urrmarried then it is worth putting his name on the mailing list. Lyons
points out that the subjective interpretation is mudt more cpmmon than the objective - whidt
icrounts for the fact that 'few linguists have evm considered the possibility that epistemic
modality muld be anything other than a matter of the speaker's attitude towards the
propositional content of his utterance [and for] the cprunon, but strictly speaking false, statement
that the modal verbs cannot occur with epistemic function in conditional senterc€s in English'.

This distinction between subjective and oblective epistemic modality accputrts precisely for the
distinction between (104i and ii): (i) corresponds to main dause The slick will come as far
Staaanger interpreted with objective modality, (ii) corresponds to it with the more usual
subjective modalify. Contrary to what Matthiessm & Martin are saying, therefore, the facts
conceming the occrrrrence of will in conditional onstmctions provide extrenely strong evidence
AGAINST the IFG analysis.

Their argument (b) refers to 'temporal' conditioning as well as 'logical'. I take it that the t/-
crcnstnrction we have been discussing is the logical type, and that the temporal constnrction is

that illustrated in

(108) i
ii

lDon't lorget to giu me the dtangeluhm you get ba*
lGiue nu a ringl just b$ore you laae

Here too the evidence points to the opposite condusion from that which Matthiessen & Martin
draw. If wiII can be a non-modd future tense marker, why can't it occur in constmctions like
these? There is no explanatory answer to this, as far as I am aware. But if we take will to
expt€ss epistemic modality (in the broad sense envisaged by Palmer in the abovequotation) then
a rrery nahral explanation is available. The temporal clauses here are subordinate, and
subordination is usually accompanied by varying degrees of what l-ehmann (1988) has called
,desententialization'. More specifically, they have 'lost' their illoctrtionary force - or, to put it
in non-dynamic terms, they differ from ordinary main dauses in not having any illoctttionary
force associated with them. Thus when I say (108) I EXPRESS but do not ASSERT the propositions
that you get back and that you leave at some unspecified future time (d. Searle 11b9:29). More
preci-sely, these propositions are pragmatically PresuPPosed, taken for granted, and that is why
the modal qualification expressed by will is out of place - and why they are not readily
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accessible to challenge in discourse: see the dirussion of (31) above. And note afain the
distributional similarity with epistemic may ormust,whictr [i;;i* d;;;;;#;'riii;grstmction.

Matthiessen & Martin's argument (c) is that 'modal uill attemates with other strategies for
glpressins modality ; for exampte, I thitlk and probablg [whereas] future adlt does not enterfnto a paradigm filled.out by interpersonal metaphois;. ric's modalization will is not,
loy:"T, P PTadigr,atic contrast wiih probablg ot I'thittk: it L combine with eirher. And inthis it is iust like the so-called future i*r" ,i;lt. This argument is semantic rather thangrammatical, but it is invalid in either case. It implies aat"wia present time situations uillIndicates median modality {probability) and wiih future time sihrations it indicates nonodality at all, a distinction I have already argued to be unsustainable.

Matthiessen & Martin's finar argument, (d), is based on the examples

(109) i She'II lfu,e lairy tala, does she?
ii *II'II rain later, doa it?

The uill of modalization, unlike that of futurity, is said to allow a simple pres€nt in the tag.Matthiessen & Martin do not- acknowledge thai there is *y*,i"g trnusual about (10gi), but itutdoubtedlyJePresenls a markod depa"ture from the normal host-tag relationship: normally, anoPerator in the host is.repeated in the taq. what makes (i) neverlheless just'possible is thatthere is, in context, -tittle pragmatic dif-ference between' shr'lt like fairg rali ana she tikes
ftiry ulu: the tag reflects the stmcture not of what was actually said but 6r rurrat might ersilyhave been said. The pragmatic difference betweer lt'll rain later and It mins later, however,will normally be mudr grcater and hence thge will be nothing to license the marked tag. But ifwe choose an example'context Pair where there is little pragiratic difference between the arrll-lorm ano ute stmple Present, then the marked version of the tag will be comparable inaccePtability to (109i)- suppose, for exampte, we are watctring " "it"o-io.,i-";;;,h" secrcndtime. In this context there's not a lot of difference between (i) ani (il) in

(110) i She will recover soon
ii She recouers s(nn

one could therefore imagine someone saying she wilt recover wn, doesn't she? or, to take anexample where a simple Pres€nt with futurefime_refere_nce is perfectly normal. There,lt be a fuIImoon tonight, isn't there? There is no firm. data from s! og'crcnstmction that muld possiblyjustify drawing a distinction between modar and non-mo aa Gn.

In addition to presenting_these four arguments, Matthiessen & Martin invoke the support ofPalmer and wekker._ 'Even Palmerltgz+), nho rejects the future tense in English onmorphological grounds, notes that future arill differs hom other types of uilt in importantrcspects" APart from the fact that Palmer's_grounds for rejecting ttre'future tense analysis werenot morPhological, it must be emphasized that however one inteqprets his 1974 disctrssion, hislater work -very clearly takes the view that the will of futu"ity is semanticarry'", well asgr^ammaticaily modal. This is quite eviden, fr9 the- passages I lLve ar""aay il"1tud from his1983 and 1986 works: what he says there undeniably arg;es against Matthiessen & Martin'sposition on semantic glowtds, and there is no sense at afu in;hichlhey catt i""or" rrim in zupportof IFG.

{9 pr wet*er, $ey speak of 'the important disorssion' of grammaticat argunrents in favour ofdistinguishing between modal and future tense uill in tris boor or-igzs. That impliesendorsement of wekker's arguments - in general, if not in every detail; in faimess, ther,efore,we should examine what wekker has to say. As a frame*ork for his disctrssion he adoptsPalmer's distinctions (1974:15-18) between complex and simple "e"U pmases ano between
Primary and secondary auxiliaries . Complex ptuases like monrs to take contain ,catenative
verbs' (wart in this example), whereas simpte.,&b phrases crrntain only a lexical verb togetherwith any auxiliaries. The primary auxillaries atL be,have, and do, while the secondarv
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auxiliaries are the modals. Wekker's claim is that future uill (and shall) belong with the

primary auxiliaries, not the secondary ones. He gives six argumelts (7976:7U77).

The first is that 'passivization of sentences containing the will and shall of fururity is always

possible'. By thii he presumably means that passivization does not dnnge the propositig*l

meaning: hL contrasis future John witl meet Mary and Mary will be met by /oftn (equivalent)

with volitional ]ohn unn't meet Mary and Mary unn't be met by l&n (non+quivalent), and goes

on: 'since passi.,ri"atiotr is only normal with simple phrases without modals or with phrases

containing primary auxiliaries only, this is a partiarlarly important piece of evidence of the

primary,"tbrr--oi"l, status of future uill and shall'. But the premise here is iust false:

passiviltion is quite normal with epistemic modals: cpmPare l&n maglmustlcan'tlwill luve

met Mary with /vlcry nuglmustlcan'{1wilt have been met by lohn, and so on. Passivization

provides-no evidenci at ai for distinguishing a futue tense ul'll from an epistemic modal anll.

Wekker's second argument is based on the fact that the future tense auxiliaries do not normally

octg in ternporal and ocnditional clauses; this is the same as Matthiessen & Martin's argument

(b), and *e ha.ru already seen that these constrtrctions provide very strong evidence for a modal

rather than a futtue tense analysis of uill.

The third argument is based on observations made by Lakoff (1970:839-&a1). The examples

Wekker givei are taken from Palmer (7974:1M), but in order to match them up with Lakoff's

commentary I will revert to the latter's examples:

The animal you saw WgS a &ipmur*: see thqe he is running up a tree
That thing rustling in the bushes otxr there a!J! no doubt bs a dtipmunk: Iet's
wait tiII it comes out
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(112) i The aninul the sorcerer got hold of was a chipmut*, but now it's a bailger

ii The mftryo Dr. Snarp is dtu&ling otxr in his laboratory wiII no iloubt Qga
chipmunk, if the cat iloesn't get it first

lakoff (who adopts a past/present/future tense analysis) regards the underlined forms in (111)

as ,false tenses', in contrast-to the 'tme tenses' in (112) - yet it is the occtrrence of will in this
,false tense' construction that Wekker is invoking as an argument that it is a tense auxiliary.

Lakoff's commentary on (111ii) goes .rs follows: 'the identity of the cf,eature is not yet clear in

the mind of the speaker, though the fact that something indeed exists at the moment of the

utterance is uncontrovertible. The speaker of this sentence, aware of the rustling, has

nevertheless not connected it with certainty to the existence of a chipmunk'. This is to say that

the semantic difference between (111ii) and the corresponding s€ntence with rs in place of utill be

is modal, not temporal: surely the occtrrrence of arill in this construction cannot be used as

evidence FOR a future tense analysis. Notice, moneover, that the difference between (111ii) and

(11Xi) is in the context; the Palmer/Wekker example, The man gou will be Uking to will be

the M'ayor, could be interpreted in either way, but I can see no rcason to accPt that it is strictly

AMBIiUOUS, rather than merely non-specific, as to whether the person in questiort is already

Mayor at the time of speaking. There is nothing in the data here to suPPort the view that urill

erpresses an unmodalized future.

Wekker's foqrth argument is that the past tense form of. will,would, is not commonly used to

express ,funrre.in-the.past, except, of cotrrse, in reported speech or as fiee indirect style'. T9 nu!
it in the tenns used above in our discussion of tense, the past time use of the past tense is not fot[rd

with the utill of futurity. But it isn't found either with the narrowly ePistemic wiII of That

wiil be the plumber or thi epistemic may of That nuy be the plumber: there is no evidence here

for drawing a distinction between tense and epistemic modality. Epistemic iudgements are

typically s.ibp.ti.'", as we have seen, and it is therefore not surprising that they should be

linked to the present.

The fifth argummt is that 'unlike may, must and an for example , will and shall cannot undergo

double negltive marking. This means that there is only one way of negating the verbal $rouP.
Thus, therC s€ems to be no possible distinction between negating urlt and negating the full verb
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@ne,inHe unn't conte tomgnow.' But again there is no evidence here for isolating a future willfro-m th9 modal :yste}. - ln the first pllce, wekker seems to be talking about wilt rn general,
latfgr tt1a1 specifically.future uilt: ihe quotation contrasts may,must md can with aril and
*,'l,A.O j*."TT?te given, He won't come tomofto?rr, presurnably involves volitional wilt (for
It ls not clistinguishable from Wekker's earlier volitironal example, John won,t meet Mory).&rtainly there are no differences with respect to negation between future will and napowly
epistemic will, as in He won't haae sem her yet. It ls worth noting in this crcnnection thatHalliday draracterizes the median value of --oaairy (to which he aiigns -oal ,i11 ", ,th"t
$-*It-$ the negative i1 freely transferable 9"1i".* tfre f-porition and the modatity,(IFG.:337), as in the gair..{r's tikely Mary doesn,t know mdit isn,t likelg Mary tnoars: thelmplication is that with ary?l too there is n6 contrast between propositional and modal negation.A second point is that_the negative scope c\cntrast we fina-wittr nroy, illustrated in the
tr"t'#?"L:!::^yl::::,:!*:!yin, invotves. different kinds of m"aariff "rpi"r*a by may.Ihe twosalient interpretatioT qJ"Il T?y be that you will not * her again" t*iur6i'rt#?.
:i{:f1t"":"^Try 

of negation) and "You arc not allowed to see her aeain" (with deonti ct}uymsroe the scope of negation). Deontic ttuy dcrcs allow a c\cntrast, with "1ou are allowed not t6see her again" a further poss.ible 
-inteforetation (associated with a prosodically markedreading), but there is no possibility of a tcope contrast in the epistemic case. The same holds for

cen' Thirdly, with rrusl we do not have scope cantrasts in eitner the epistemic use, as in Hemustn.'t have read it properly, or the dmntiiuse, as inyou mustn't klt them. In respect ofnqlative scoPe contrasts, therefore, there is absolutely no evidence to support wekker,s future
tense analysis: there is 'only one way of negating tfre verbat goup' in all tire epistemic cases.

AREPLY TO MATTHIESSEN & MARTIN

There is nevertheless another kind of difference at issue here, illustrated in the pairs:

It wiII finish tomorrow
It will not finish tomorrow
It nug finish tomonow
It nuy not finislr tomorrow

(113)

(114)

I

i i
i

ii

In (113) one would be inclined to say that (i) and (ii) are ccntradictories - the statements they
fiqltj be used in a given 

_conlext to express could noi both be true and could not both be false. Butin (114) (i) and (ii) are clearly not contradictories - eactr indeed is an implicature or the other(d' Levinson 1983:14G141). The fact that the mag-patr are not contradictories is clearly due tothe fact that in (ii) the negative is within *re scoie of the modal. The seemingly contradictory
natyg oj the urill-pair might therefore suggest that in (113ii) the negativu rr"?,56gpu over themodal. I do not think, however, that this ii-the right conclusion to driw: I would see it, rather,
as reflecting the fact, noted above, that arilt is thl most neutral of the modals, the one where
there is least difference between a modalized dause and its unmodalizea "ou"l"rpurt. The arillcould then be outside the scrrpe of the negalion without blocking the lay intuition ir.t (rrgi) *a(ii) are clcntradictories. It must be-emphisized, however, that frris lenis no ,.rppoJ to a future
tense analysis, because the narrowly epistemic urill behaves in the same way:

He will have sem thnr yesterdag
He won't haue sean them yesterilay

these appear to be no less_oontradi"tory than- (113). Negation does not therefore provide thedistinguishing feature that Wekker is looking for.

The final argument involves strort answers given by informants to the question Do you thittkMary might go? The informants were asked to-complete the four frames:

(116) i Yes, I friink she _
ii No, I don't thi* she _

i i i Maybe she _
iv No, she _

{11s) i
ii
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The 15 informants gave the following responses: {i) 74 night, T will; (ii) 12 will,3 woulil; (iii) 1
might,l0will,4woulil; (iv) 14 won't,\wouldn't. Wekker asks where the uill comes from in
the responses, and suggests that it might be an underlying future tense element whidr is deleted
in certain environments, such as after may andmight, but appears intact in the above resPonses
when the might instead is deleted. The idea tl:ort might is derivationally deleted from the
responses is surely untenable: it is not a matter of its meaning being understood while not overtly
expressed. Its nonocnrrrence in the negatives (ii) and (iv) rellects the fact that She might not
come is not the crcntradictory of She might come, but an implicature of it (d. the dirussion of
(114) above). Thus one cannot erpress the opinion that 'She might @me" is false by saying She
might not come: one needs a formulation that exdudes the possibility of her coming. Won't
serves this purpose, but that doesn't mean that urll is a future tense element. The data are
equally consistent with it being a 'strong' modal: recall here the argument that narrowly
epistemic will in That will be ihe plumber is inconsistent with a following but pedups it isn't.
(Might is not exduded from (iii) but, as Wekker himself points out, it is redundant, and hence it
is natural to use the more neutral will in the response.)

One feature of the above data that is of some interest is the occtrrrene of woulil among the
ltesponses to (ii)-(iv). I have pointed out that one significant differmce between the modals and
other verbs is that the factual rfiioteness use of the past tense is found with the modals much
more frequently, and in a mudr less restricted range of grammatical contexts, than with other
verbs. Most notably, it is found in main dauses. I illustrated this earlier with urueal/remote
onditionals, but it it occurs in non<onditianal contexts too. Compare:

(177) i You are ight
ii You ttug be right

i i i You might be right
(118) i He's sa)entg

ii He'Il be seTrenty
iii He'd be setnnty

Suppose I ask you a question, you give an answer, and I respond with (117). The most favourable
response is of course the unmodalized (i), but most speakers perceive a difference between (ii)
and (iii), such that mag is more favourable than might - the latter pres€nts the possibility of
your being right as somewhat less than the former. This extra modal qualification comes from
the past tense in its factual rernoteness use. (118) might be used in response to the question Hoar
old is he? (i) presents his being seventy as something I know: there is no epistemic qualification.
It is more assured than the others, but again there is a difference between (ii) and (iii), the
latter being somewhat less assured than the former. The significance of the would responses in
(116) is that we find this same modal use of the past tense associated with the u.rill of futurity:
it zupports the case for putting future adll with the modals.

I ocndude, therefore, that none of Wekker's six arguments provide any evidene, grammatical or
semantic, for selecting one us€ of will as a tense marker in contrast to all the others, where it is
modal. Some of the phenomena he dirtrsses are equally consistmt with either analysis, but
three of them - the sixth, the third, and especially the second - in fact provide evidence for
the modal analysis.

One final point to make about the IFG analysis is that it forces us to make a distinction in many
cases wher''e the data will tre indeterminate. On what basis, for example, do we decide that She
will atrive tomorrow is non-modal future while J&n wiII toke ytou honre is non-tensed modal (to
use the IFG examples cited in (90))? It is remarkable that Halliday is willing to pick out one use
of will and polarize it from all the rest when the boundary is so fuzzy, whereas he does not make
the mudr more straightforward distinction between temporal and modal uses of the past tense
illustrated in (95i) vs (iii).
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It might be open to Matthiessen & Martin to say that the three issues disctrssed above crrnceming
knowhow to,haae fo, and utill are merely descriptive. In a sense this is true: nothing in the
Systemic-Functional model itself requiret ih" analyses I have been arguing against. But there is
another sense in whidr_it is very muctr a theoretical issue - and this-is *ly'i have fett justified
in dealing with the arill issue in such detail. These cases are not like dhat, for examplej of how
we analyse the 'accusative + infinitive crcnstruction' illustrated in She beliaxd tint to haue
bem lying, where it is diffiorlt to decide whether them to haue bem lying fotms a single
ornplement of beliew or a sequence of two - there are arguments for both idiy*". In the tfuee
cases discussed above, however, it seems to me that the evidence against tfri ffC analysis is
quite-overwhelming: I cannot see any grounds for regarding them as boraerUne. If Matthiessen &
Martin nevertheless opt for the IFG analyses, this woutd-seenr to indicate a major theoretical
difference with respect to Ore evaluation and justification of descriptions: it would be
interesting to know precisely what it is about the'above argumentation ih"t they find invalid.
h tris oonnection it seems to me significant that irmong the fJur argrxnents that thdy mention one
is rcpeated from the Wekker discussion - and that the one they f,ave ctrosen to t"p""t from his
six (the one cDncerning reshictions on wilt n conditionat and ternporat clauses) is precisely the
one- which from my perspective provides the strongest evidence AGAINST the future tense
analysis. Matthiessen & Martin make a generalized accusation (beginning of SIII.3) that I judge
IFG against.an inappropriate crcnception of grammar and its goalsl how-and-whyis the above
argumentation inapplicable to Systemic-Functional Grammari

It is worth adding here that the three-term recursive tens€ system has been a feature of
Halliday-'s description of English from a very early stage, but I am not aware of any attempt
dtuing these thirty years to provide any rigorous justification of it against the two-term non-
rectrsive system Presented in Palmer (1974) and nurnerous other modem studies. Matthiessen &
Ma{n_s half-page disctrssion does not suggest any awaleness on their part of what would be
needed to fill that gap.

Note finally that although the essence of Halliday's verbal group analysis has remained
udtanged for thirty years, /FG shows some significant differences of ietail from earlier
acounts: see Halliday (1976a,b,c). The modal operators given in the first two of these
(Halliday 1976a:126, 7976b:747), written in the 1960s, are:

(119) i can, could, would, should, may, might
ii amlarelislwaslwere to, ought to, used to

iii need, dare

The /FG list quoted as (83) above differs from this in four r€spects, atl of whictr seem to me to be
semantically rather than grammatically motivated. On the one hand, urdil and haslhad to
have been added, and on the other dare and useil to have been dropped. The grammatical
similarity between ilare and neeil (bth of which can of ooume also belexical verbJ) is so great
that it is difficult to s€e what could have led to the dropping of dare other than the fact ttat it
loes yt exPress Ty 9f the dearly modal clcnc€pts. Usedio likewise does not exprcss modality,
but whereas ilare has been dropped altogether from the operator class, used to has been shifted
from the modal to the temPorat operators. There has, hbwever, been no change in the tense
systern to acqcmmodate it, so that no systernic aoount is given of the difference bet*'eenr He lhrcil
there and He used to liue therc. The list given in Halliday (l91k:192), an extract from his
1970b paper, is:

(720) will, unulil, can, could, may, might, sltould must, ought to, ned

This is mudr doser to the IFG list, but differs in not including rb (etc.) to (which is said to be a'quasi-modal' not a 'tnre' modal) md hasltud lo (which is not mentioned at all). en interesting
feature of this 1975c account is that it explicitly enumerates the ,well-known, grammatical
properties of modals. The list is similar to my (85)-(86) above, and as argued there-clearly does
not-justify the indusion of haslhad to. ft wguld be very instnrctive, for those wanting to
understand the historical development of Halliday's thought, to have a detailed explanalion
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of these changes; as.I see-it, they reflect a shift to a model of grammaticat analysis wheresemantic criteria are ailowed to ouiweigh grammaticar ones.

5.4 l&ational functions in clause stnrchrre

Having disctrssed the verbal system at sudl length I will confine my remarks under the presentheading to clearing up a major misunderstanaT"i. iiriJ"y ".g.r", that material and mental
Process dauses are glarnmatically distinct in English. ire lues a number of allegedlygrammatical differences between'them, the first 6ing th"t mental proc€ss clauses alwayscrcntain one ParticiPant that is human or lhuman-tk";--'Er.p"osed in grammatical terms,, hegoes on, 'the participant that is engaged in the mental iro""r, is one that is referred topronominally as he or she, not as ;rt 1p. roal. I observed in my review that this property'involves what in the generative literature is called a selectional restriction, and these havebeen crcmpellingly argued to be semantic rather tran syntaJc in nature, (p. 15g), and followedthis uP by noting tllt elcenuons to the generalization ttrat Halliday expresses in ,grammaticat
terms' - examples like rt can't se us - ane not ungrammatical. Matthiessen & Martin seize onthe fact that I did. not acknowtedge that Harlii'ay ;;;r this himself, and ask: ,whose
position is Huddleston arguing "gaitirtl Surely it *"";a b" Halliday,s, (SII.4.1 (1)). But it can,and is' The issue is not whether Hlnaay.ctaimed they *ere .,r,gr"*-atic^1, but-whether they'ue - and the fact is (as we are agreed) that they are not. This is what differentiates theideational functions from suci interfersonal functions as su$ect: the grammatical propertieswhich - at the language-particuiar level - define the'subject ii E"iririr- do involvegrammaticality' *Him died, *You is welcome and the like are ungramma-ical. Hence myargument that the ideational functions are 'not ctraracterized by disti"nctl";;;;;es that areaj all comParable with those that define the subject ... rrrir difference in the nature of thedistinctive Properties cannot be explained by sayrng tfr"t tfre first four are ideational functionswhile the last is interpersonal [but indicatei tl*r"tj ti't"t n" subject is a grammaticalfunctional while the ofhers. -*." "9t' (p. 169). Matthilssen & Martin do not see that thedifference I am concemed with is whether the properti"r i"t"r ine grammatiJtty. I made nozuggestion that the distinctive features defining'som" gtu.-uti.t firnction need to be crcncemedspecifically with case,,"..t*"gt*..ent, position in diclaratives and interrogatives, and so on,
9yt o.ntr that they need to figure in rulei distinguishinigr"--"tical from ungrammatical. Theideational functions differ from the subject in *r'at ""gaiaI aey are not granunaticalized in thatthey are not defined by reference to feahres involved-in rules or gr"tn-;liJib. 

---

5. C-ondusion

Matthiessen & Martin begin and end their papel with quotations from Foucault ocncemingpolemical writing, in whictr the writer m,n{rgil: th.e othJrperso-n as ,an adversary, an enetnywho is wrong' and has as obiect to abolish him 'as interloctitor, from any possible diatogue,. Iemphatically reject the implication that my review falls into the genre described by Foucault.In partiorlar, the implication that t regid Halliday "r * *".y to be defeated is wholtywithout foundation and deeply offensivl. 
I {e 9"!ttr"rv I have a great admiration for him,and acknowledged il Iy review 'my own deep indebrea"*t to fhi-; *rut i*p*t both to hisffi"TT ol Ty thinking in linguistic theory and the t"^-- of English and also to thepractical help he gave in my Postgraduate and postdoctori @reer, (p. 1{, n. 2). I emphasizedat the outset my view that rrc 'contains innumerable original i"sigt ts and valuableobservations: it has a gleat deal to offer anyone interested in thg grammar of English, (p. 140).Nor am I hostile !o systemic Erammarians in general: I am currentlfargaged in ar-&arar prciecton English gammal involving a team including, at my in,,ritation, two scholars who haveworked dosely with Halliday in recent years, peter Fries and peter collins.

when I was a student and junior colleague of Hatliday'sin the sixties I was able to argue anddisagree with him in an amicable and crmstmctive aunosphere; it is distressing thar when I nowexPress in print my disagreement with the way.his th"otl has developea I anitreaiea - not byhim, of @uriee, but by Matthiessen & Martin - in a m"tr.o ueritting some kind of traitor. For it
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That is hardly ,quite positive,.

is ironical and sad that it is their paper that bears a remarkabre resembrance to the poremicar4ting described bv.Foucauli iili"'"i.o ""il;;i'ili"rnou there a.ne gross and bratantmsrePres€ntations of what I said; I traue-to assume ttrai trrese are not wilfur but it is impossibrenot to believe that they stem from a "on.io.,sty h;;rt[;;;g of my review. Matthiessen &l'la*in certaintv give.tire hp;;;;;;Ls ^;";;*;;i-ir, ryi.g to belittre the critic thann answering the criti.cisms.-r.t qn"*d; "* "rp;;;;; s,ro ", ,simpte, or ,of crcurse, toSggo derogatory imPlicatures, and in a ooupte oipr".o [ly descend [o what can onry bedescribed as a level oi abuse: 'H"irlalit interpretafioi; t4g in_Engtish differs sharpryfiom the traditionar notiorani';;';*", notions ana, preaictabry, Huddteston objects,(sll'3'2), where ,h" 
lpt"qig.ir;;-:- 

'"icates 
*,"i- l.."il 

rou;""ti.g 
simpry because theinterpretation is new aira a*re"e.,it, ;;: 

Io"u :rpljdtl.I 
_ ,the parhotogy of Huddleston,soitique (i'e' if a. idea it nu"r *a-oi'ni*tlr 

1":r b: ba.d)1(Srr.4.1.(ii)(3)). I do not believe thathis is a fitting "73v t! crcnduct " a"u"tu i. an academi"p..*r, abuse is not an acceptauterubstitute for reasoned "tg"-il ffii""rriti"*r*, a ^a*ii-J**,o take up again the issuesdisarssed in this paper, r ,.ilg. n*r ;;d";, a tess emoti;;;_; oo-operative approactr.
Itstrould be emphasi:ug'i" @nclusion, h:, -TI-of the queries and objections I raised in myrwiew are to be found also in Ht,asor,l, "*iew of igu.t7 d"L-r*bre similarity benveen ourreviews no doubt reflects o* trt"tuJl"dg."u"ar *," uout*,oitJ;irh-ri"ffilr"o*, *"sixties, using his moder or gamm;;"!-tJrr"*"*orr i;; researcrr, and we doth came toquestion it and mo't'u a*ay,*though in different dtdil. iigron tends to elpress himself inmore forceful terms than t bo, but"there itio gr*t difference in *," u"r*ce between positive andnegativs evaruation to be found i" ;", ""rri"*r. N;;ti;r"rs, in what courd be used as atocbook example of mi-sleadingtt ;iJ"; quotation, uat*riessen.& Martin pick out one ,quitepositive'passase from Hudson";r;;J rt.* -, G;;;;vdy negative,crcmments (sI.5).This is the onrv reference to his reviewand-":;;;;JJ"'toarry farse impression of therelation between *" ._"]r::.. 

Ih-;;;;ph fonowinga;;- whicl the Hudson quoration:iffff"fi,f i$f#};liffi#*: -",'"r"'i"""i",i,,.,-",o.,s', and hi s zummary
(121) In su'mary' 

3:l' ll9 
is a disappointrnent. There are rog of good ideas and insightswhich have been poorry ae.,rei6pea ""a piur.ti. If the intended user is thenonringuist with a need to "rtv"uiTts grammatiJif rrc rnay ou herpfur, but I doubtit - it would be very hard to "L-"t a reierence -*rili,-t* many categories are vague,and roo manv anarvses;ue aeuatauie. rf th"6;;'t;alyses til;?;;il wrong Jinsome sense)' thel I suppose it goes yiloyt *y,.ililiii r.uo"* til-;i"rs to apprythem to texts' tf on the ou',er"rrana the interideS;;il is the professionar reader orsrudent of linguistics, it is unlikely that rFc ;ilr;ak;i'""', impact.

Ihe general criticisms that Hudson .*T include the faiture to provide justification for theanalyses' especially where they break-ti*t *t"ulil;-;;iil". (p.7%- he speaks of .IFG,s'ex cathedra tone'), 
{"-]ft of 'any attlmpt to.anticipate fieaictabre objections to the ressstandard anaryses' (o. z9g); trte 'maiy pil*i in *re uooi;r.uf,*: *" "r"gori*;e-too .,aguetydefined for one ro * able to ia*tify'iri"Los of them; tf,"l"ifun to address the question ofhow we decide which of tw:.cod;i";;y*, ira;;;;io *,u truth,. More specificpointsindude: (i) the vagueness of the alrinitilior'rrreme-as;;;;,1" dl* is going to be about, or

'point of deparrure', 
T-.1,1" 

bq or""y f1".ipred basis ror-cJn recting the unmarked rheme ofimperative you kq 
Ty:*9v gou,'t;ithtrri{;.#}.";b so.merhing,meaning (ii) thevagueness of the definition ot Su-Upct, as.noted abovi i,i,t ,r,." 

F4 A;.A; principlegoverning the droice berween "'Br'*r"F" BB i;: 8di, -(ir) trr" inconsiste.cy in theinterpretation of the a B l represent"rioi i"'n" d""*t{.,pr", *a in the nominar group; and so

Given that there is * 
T"o.\ conrmon ground 

T**rl my review 
31d one written by a tinguist ofHudson's standing and.achievementfit is unrortuna[ iil il;nHessen & Martin'have bee. soready to dismiss my objections *a q"otio* as simpty refrecting an inability on my part to s€e
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what is obvious or a knee-ft:rk rejection of what is new. They have had virtually unlimited time

and space for their topott*t my review appered over three lgars ago' and they have been able

to perform the unusual feat of writing a iesponse considerably longer than the_review it was

t"r'pottdir,g to. There was an excelleniopportr:nity to darify a range of issues lvhere Systemic-

funAionat-Cranunar is unfathomable to ouSiders and to iustify IFG theory and description in the

face of the reasoned arguments that have been levelled against it. That opportunity,

wrhappily, has been missed.

Footnotes

1 It would not be helpful to organize my paper in such a way as to list these all together, but as

they arise during the'course of ttre aisctisiion I will annotate them as'[Misrepresentationl]', and

so on, in order to substantiate this claim. The tone of Matthiessen & Martin's PaPex and the scale

of misrepresentation are such that I felt it important to write my reply in time for- indusion in

the same volume: I am grateful to my wife and children for putting up with the period of

virtually total neglect this has necessitated.

2 I use the notation a p 1 without any implication of sequmtial order; when it is relevant to

specify the order I shall use Halliday's ^ symbol: c^P^l'

3 There are no examples of this strudure in 'TS', but Halliday does have B (1) o, with 1
included in B, whictrls similar (e.g.Il belore I'd left you'd telephoneil I'd haw come, p.37).

4 Hudson has developed a nonconstituency dependency model where the answer to rlis question

would be 'words'(he-contrasts his model with Halliday's in his 1986 review of IFG), but there is

no reason to think that Matthiessen & Martin take that view.

5 And it was, after all, Halliday's work that I was reviewing, not Hudson's or the whole

systemic literature: I don't know why Matthiessen & Martin should find it 'strange' that I don't

draw attention to Hudson's analysis.

6 To say that it is oomprehensible is not to say that I accept it see next paragraph.

7 I harre substituted italics for Lyons' single quotes to bring the notation into line with that used

in this paper.

8 At least not in the relevant sense of. nothing. It might be possible to get as lor nothing tn a

philosophical disctrssion, with nothing interpreted as "nothingness', Frendt "le n6antn, for in

that sense it is a Possible bPic.

9 I am grateful to Higuchi Hisastri for the fapanese data, I would also like to acknowledge

valgablJhelp from Jill Bowie in dirtrssion of the concept of Theme.

10 The actual wording he uses is'The meaning is'I want you to tell me ...'', but there can be no

doubt that ,meaning; here is validly interpreted as Theme6. On P.tE he says: 'the natural

theme of a question is 'I want to be told something"';and this interpretation matches the more

explicit acclcunt given in 7967:272-213.
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ll-I would-not agrce tl:ult itiiln't is not a surface-constituent (I would take it to be an negative
inllectional form of tle verb lexeme do), but that clearly does not affect the argument. Nor
would it undermine Bazell's point to note that Halliday does not regard occ.rience in first
position as 'defining' Themq it is stin the criterion whictr determines what element is Theme.

12 Note also, in @nnection with our earlier discussion of the existential thsre-constmction that
the Tagalog equivalent of this constmction has no topic element {Sc}ractrter & Otanes l97}:gl).

13 That Halliday would take (75ii) to be grammatical can be inferred from his use of the
example That John luil run auag nmne beliated on p. 197.

14 I use bold italics for the verb considered in abstraction fron any particular inflection - i.e. for
tlre lexeme.

15 Must does not readily occtr in an unreal apodosis, but there is neverttreless a dear difference
in acceptability between Il he tuilbear at -ile meeting he must surely luve totil her and,If he
hail been at the meeting, 

-he hait syrely to haue totit ier. The marlinality of ffiust in this
constnrction is attributable to the fact that it does not exhibit the inflectional contrast that we
find in can (canlcould), mag {maylmight), utitl {wiltlwoultt); have of course does exhibit this
@nhast (luslhad), and thus if it were a modal operator one would expect it to ocrcur freely in an
wueal apodosis.

.16 as we see from (83], IF-G puts oughl higher than arfll, but the acc€ptability of He ought to
\u.e t'i1tiled it yesterilag, but he ilidn't in crcntrast to the .rr,acceptability 

'of 
He wiII haue

linishet it yestadag, but he diiln't is evidence that uitl is stronger, not weaker, than ought.

17 The two reviews were- wltten independently. Hudson's was completed before mine, and the
,0un"14 containing it readred me iust as I was making the final corrections to my MS, enabling me
to add a strort reference to it on p. 139.
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